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Empowering citizens
in a mobilized world.
We live in a world where citizens can access just about anything they need using a
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and replace. We’ll pull it all together in a way that makes sense for your systems
and your budget.
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e didn’t plan it this way, but
2014 turned out to be the year of
the team. Never in the 12-year
history of the Government Technology Top
25 have we recognized so many groups of
people in our annual salute to the public
sector’s Doers, Dreamers and Drivers. It
represents a healthy trend toward multiagency and multijurisdictional collaboration.
For anyone seeking good examples of
shared vision and shared services, 2014’s
Top 25 offers several.
For instance, cooperation between the
mayors of Kansas City, Kan., and Kansas City,
Mo., brought Google Fiber to both cities. And
the co-chairs of a bi-state Innovation Team
are helping to ensure that both communities
get the most from the new resource.
Collaboration also paid off for Virginia,
where two state agency leaders dared to think
beyond their own immediate needs. The result is a shared service
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and some of the state exchanges, we wanted to recognize a couple that worked.
Kentucky’s no-frills Kynect HIX set
the standard for state exchanges after
it launched smoothly and continued to
function without the widespread disruptions and outages plaguing many other
sites. The site had enrolled more than
116,000 people in plans by the end of 2013,
and the team behind it deserves credit.
We also picked the team leading Covered
California for a Top 25 honor. California’s
HIX rollout wasn’t perfect — there are still
complaints about long wait times and low
enrollment in the state’s Latino communities
— but it was pretty darn good. Given California’s size and complexity, we think the team
did well, and more than 625,000 residents
had signed up for coverage as of mid-January.
Of course, the 2014 Government Technology
Top 25 includes stellar individuals too,
representing a broad spectrum of qualities that support IT-powered transformation in government. Our honorees include
elected officials with vision, agency secretaries with the courage to think differently,
and state and local CIOs with the right mix
of leadership ability and technical chops.
One of our favorites is a Washington state
desktop support specialist who leads a successful program for technology interns.
Congratulations to this year’s winners.
Individual or team, high proﬁle or under the
radar — we’re proud to tell their stories.
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State & Local Government
IT Market Watch

Attend the #1 state and
local government IT market
briefing for 2014!

March 24, 2014
The Ritz-Carlton
Tysons Corner, McLean, VA

Featured speakers
include:

Join us to hear leading CIOs from across the country discuss
their priorities, emerging trends and opportunities in the
public-sector IT market.

 Tony Encinias, Deputy Secretary
for Information Technology/
Chief Information Officer,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Agenda and speakers

www.govtech.com/beyondthebeltway2014

To register contact

 James M. Fowler, Chief Information
Officer, Commonwealth of Kentucky
 William S. Kehoe, Chief Information
Officer, King County, WA /
Department Director, King County
Information Technology

Presented by:

Jeremy Smith
Registration Coordinator
jsmith@centerdigitalgov.com
916-932-1402

 Christopher D. Tonjes, Chief
Technology Officer, City of
Baltimore, MD
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govtech.com/extra:

reader/comments:

Updates from Government Technology’s daily online news service.

“

Take a Number
A new cloud-based system designed to make waiting less painful is earning ﬁve-star
reviews on Yelp and praise for organizations that people usually try to avoid. Many government organizations are ﬁnding value in the service, called QLess. Currently used by the
Texas Department of Public Safety, the Kansas Department of Revenue and many motor
vehicle departments, the Michigan secretary of state announced in January a $1.1 million
contract that will eventually deploy the service in 10 of its offices.
QLess allows customers to join a queue online, so they can begin waiting wherever they
want, before arriving at the office. Customers can see their place in the queue along with an
estimated wait time by looking online or at onsite monitors.

ISPs [Internet service providers]
should be treated as common carriers. They have positioned themselves
to provide voice and data services to
every home in America. Traditional,
copper-line telecommunications is
going away, replaced by VoIP. That
makes an ISP a common carrier. I’m
not saying that the rules regarding
common carriers are not due for
major renovation. They are, but to
protect the consumer, ISPs need
to be more regulated to allow equal
access to everyone.

jayce54321 in response to Former FCC
Leaders Caution Altering Telecom Law

State of Technology

MOST SHARED
STORIES
Smart Shoes
Track Fireﬁghters
Underground

284
SHARES

shares

Want Better Answers
from Your City?
Honolulu Can Help
Are Governors Talking
Tech? GovTech’s Take
on 2014 State of the
State Addresses

154

SHARES

108
SHARES

The annual State of the State addresses given by governors provide telling insight into their policy priorities and
vision for the future. But what did the speeches say about
technology? GovTech editors read through and ranked
the 2014 addresses, looking for the ways that each
governor’s plans included innovative uses of technology.
High-ranking speeches were given by governors in
Colorado, Iowa and New York, who called on tech to
continue moving government services — from DMV tools
to broadband to a new DNA database — into the 21st
century. How did your state rank? View our interactive
map at www.govtech.com/2014states

WHO SAYS?
www.govtech.com/quote-March14

13

MOST READ STORIES ONLINE:

What Happened to
Seattle’s Gigabit Network?
2,415 VIEWS
Startup GOVonomy
Aims to be Next Amazon
for Government
1,901 VIEWS

6

As telehealth attempts to cross
state lines and international borders,
I expect it will prompt a huge states’
rights battle over licensure. Can the
patient do video calls with their
doctor who is traveling at a medical
conference? Can traveling patients
connect online with their doc back
home? What will be the impact on
telehealth companies that want to
provide nationwide health care?

WayneCaswell in response to Feds Draft
Legislation to Deﬁne ‘Telehealth’

“

“Never in a million years did I think I
would know this much about marijuana.”

Minnesota Librarians
Push to Curb
NSA Snooping
10,660 VIEWS

“

Controversial
Michigan Landline
Phone Legislation
Advances
1,769 VIEWS

The number of
states that are
not prepared
to issue Real
ID-compliant
drivers’ licenses.

Will Self-Driving Cars
Rule Our Roadways?
1,367 VIEWS
Government Technology
Trends to Watch in 2014
1,141 VIEWS

The deﬁnition of language in
the dictionary (5 different variations)
speciﬁes communication between
people. Since computer coding is
‘communication’ between people
and machines, I don’t believe it qualiﬁes as a foreign language. Speaking
as a developer of 30+ years, a unit
of coding in high school is not going
to qualify any student for a job. It’s
going to take a little bit more than
that in the way of training.

Guest in response to Should Computer Programming be Considered a Foreign Language?

“

This is a good direction to continue in. We hope high schools and
colleges are included in the efforts.

Chuck Drake in response to Virginia Secretary
of Technology’s Key Focus is Cybersecurity

March 2014 // www.govtech.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

Q&A: Leveraging the Power of Open Data
Q: What value does open

Providing open data to citizens
has long been a complex and
costly challenge for agencies
that are dealing with siloed
information. Accela plans to
change this with its recently
launched CivicData.com — a
cloud-based open data platform
that simpliﬁes how data is
published and managed, and
that creates a community
for agencies, developers
and constituents to beneﬁt
from free, easily accessible
information. We talked with
Accela CEO and President
Maury Blackman about how
CivicData.com helps agencies
leverage the power of open
data and provides opportunities
for greater innovation.

data bring to government,
citizens and the public
at large?
MAURY BLACKMAN: Open data
really has the power to improve
communications between agencies
and citizens by increasing transparency and making it easier for people to
search and ﬁnd information related to
their communities.
Government has rich storehouses
of information that are very useful to the
public. Bringing this information forward
and sharing it among the community
has tremendous value. We look at the
partnerships and collaboration between
private and public sectors and see
how they can foster innovation and fuel
entrepreneurship. Developers can use
the data inside these agencies to create
apps and build businesses that bring
ideas to the public.
Ultimately, unlocking and democratizing data gives people greater
knowledge and insight that will help
them drive the changes necessary to
build better communities.

Q: How does CivicData.com
relieve some of the
traditional challenges
that government agencies
have with open data?
MAURY BLACKMAN: It goes back
to government’s challenges with data
itself and with silos of information. When
I think about government data in storehouses, I imagine gigantic warehouses
with crates in them that are ﬁlled with
valuable information that no one knows
how to access. It is almost like someone

Maury Blackman
CEO, ACCELA

GT03 Q&A AD Accela.indd 1

would need to individually crack each
crate to see what is available. We are
unlocking that information and providing
a platform to help locate it. Today, only
a small fraction of agencies are actively
providing open data or have an open
data strategy because it is complex and
costly. There are only a few standards
available that pertain to open data.
We look at data sets diﬀerently. With
CivicData.com, we intend to do three
things. First, we want to simplify how
the data is published and managed. We
want to make it easy to use. Second,
we want to provide standard, crossjurisdictional data in one place so that it
is easy for everyone to see the data and
know how to access it. Third, we want
to make these capabilities free and
easy, and we want to enable agencies
of all sizes to participate. We want to
reach out to not just the large cities of
the world, but also to the small towns.
We want them to be able to share the
beneﬁts of open data as well.

Q: How can sites like
CivicData.com lead to
greater innovation in the
form of new apps, etc.?
MAURY BLACKMAN: It comes back
to the strategy and the availability of
open data. CivicData.com is a community that brings diverse government
agencies, cities and developers into
one cohesive platform.
One of the challenges with
hackathons in government agencies is
that frequently a government agency
will sponsor a hackathon around
a particular data set — and many
interesting and innovative applications will be built around that data set.

2/13/14 10:20 AM
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ADVERTISEMENT

www.CivicData.com

view this as a way to help developers
build products that can scale. We want
to see businesses built around these
data sets that can take advantage of
what’s available through open government data. We are investing heavily in
data visualization tools to make this data
easier to use. Not only will this make it
user friendly for the average citizen, but
it will also help agencies deliver on their
transparency promises by keeping the
public informed.
We have application programming
interface (API) functionality — which
provides an easy way to get to the
data — so that developers can actually
transact on our system beyond just
one-way consumption and produce
actionable results. This is diﬀerent
than most of the transparency apps
today that consume data and show
it to you, but only do so in a oneway conversation.

itself. Lawmakers and the civic leaders
in diﬀerent agencies are coming
together and saying this is an important initiative and we’re going to legally
require it. President Obama issued an
executive order that mandates federal
data be open. What he is doing is
setting the stage for states, cities and
counties to do the same.
In California, Lt. Gov. Newsom has
discussed issuing an executive order
to make the cloud and open data a

However, it’s not repeatable. They are,
in eﬀect, solving one problem for one
agency and then it doesn’t propagate
itself around the country.
With CivicData.com, we have the
ability to make these innovative applications repeatable. An application built for
one jurisdiction is applicable across our
network of 500 agencies in the United
States and around the world. When
you think about data sets, you want a
robust number of them. A wealth of
data sets allows people to choose and
segment those data sets and publish
them in a way that builds a community
and enables people to see what is
happening inside their agencies.
Together, the community of
CivicData.com can develop better
solutions than one person could
individually. We are empowering civic
developers and others with diverse backgrounds to bring this data together, to
mash it up and to ﬁnd unique solutions.
We see ourselves as unlocking this data
and setting it free. The key here is that it
is open and it is a multiplier.

Our strategy with CivicData.com
is to allow developers to input data
and have a conversation with government through our platform. In this
way, developers can build apps
that do things like schedule inspections and ﬁre oﬀ payment triggers
and a variety of things that we aren’t
seeing today, but that we will see in
the future. We view this as an agent
of change — not just for reviewing
data, but for actually propelling the
economy forward by enabling businesses and developers to turn that
data into something actionable.

priority for the state. We would love to
stand behind him because we think it
strengthens our cause. We are about
innovation and transparency, and want
to help push forward any legislation or
policies that embrace this.

Q: What are your

Q: How is legislation

future plans for
CivicData.com?

important to the open
data movement?

MAURY BLACKMAN: We hope
it continues to grow and becomes a
dynamic data community. We will also
start promoting data standards. We

MAURY BLACKMAN: Legislation
puts credibility behind the movement

© 2014 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

“Unlocking and democratizing data gives people
greater knowledge and insight that will help them drive
the changes necessary to build better communities.”

Accela, Inc. provides the leading civic engagement platform, powering thousands of services and millions of transactions daily for
large and small public agencies worldwide. We connect government to people and accelerate and streamline land management,
licensing, asset management, and public health and safety processes. Accela’s Civic Cloud includes a complete platform, both
packaged and tailored solutions and cloud-based, oﬃce, mobile and social applications to support government agency, business
and citizen needs. Accela is headquartered in San Ramon, Calif., with international oﬃces in Australia and the United Arab Emirates.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.CIVICDATA.COM OR CONTACT US AT INFO@ACCELA.COM.
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By Stephen Goldsmith

BECOMING DATA SMART

Optimizing Urban Infrastructure
Descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytics help cities do more with less.

D

ecades of underinvestment in
critical urban infrastructure
have forced U.S. cities into a tight
corner. Bridges, roads, aqueducts, sewer
pipes — the infrastructure that helped
drive the last 30 years of growth is failing.
To drive economic growth, cities need to
manage complex, aging infrastructure
efficiently and reinvest smarter.
Innovators in water infrastructure
management are leading the way with
investments that empower cities to use
descriptive, predictive and prescriptive
analytics to dynamically manage
critical infrastructure.

fed back into the district’s asset management software, allowing the agency to not
only see infrastructure conditions but to
make smart decisions about future investments. According to Esri, more than 4,000
paperless inspections have been processed
since 2012.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

1 / Descriptive Analytics —
Inspectors Armed with Tablets
Descriptive analytics is all about collecting
and synthesizing data efficiently to create an
accurate rendering of infrastructure assets.
In water infrastructure management,
developing up-to-date asset conditions
is an arduous task requiring continuous
inventories of miles of lakes and streams.
To cut down on ineffective, paper-intensive
inventories, managers are turning to GISintegrated, tablet-based inspection tools.
The Santa Clara Valley Water District
in Santa Clara County, Calif., manages a
network of natural and man-made infrastructure that supplies 1.8 million residents
with water. In an effort to go paperless,
district ﬁeld staff was armed with GIS
tablets to survey waterway infrastructure,
cataloging and assessing the condition of
levees and other assets. These data are now

2 / Predictive Analytics —
High-Deﬁnition Rain
Predictive analytics allows managers
to make smart decisions about the future
by combining thousands of data points to
create causal models of events. In Europe,
four cities are experimenting with X-band
radar’s capacity to predict ﬂash ﬂoods
by counting every raindrop as part of the
RainGain project. This innovation isn’t just
about weather reporting: Real-time quantiﬁed rainfall data has the potential to help
cities dynamically predict ﬂoods and deploy
infrastructure to curb damage.
Rotterdam, in the Netherlands, is
mostly below sea level so the only way to
remove the water is through a network of
mobile water pumps and storage basins.

Scientists there are running trials to link
the real-time predictions from the X-band
radar to the deployment of water pumps
and management of storage basins.

3 / Prescriptive Analytics —
Dynamic Optimization of Water
Treatment Plants
Descriptive and predictive tools can be
used to create a system that analyzes data,
diagnoses problems and automatically
makes prescriptions to optimize infrastructure and maximize efficiency.
After decades of costly inventories
and generic maintenance schedules, Des
Moines, Iowa, water treatment managers decided to embed meters, sensors and
diagnostic equipment in the city’s treatment plant’s pumps and motors. Using
automated logic controllers and an Infor
EAM asset management system, these
managers created a system that could
collect data on motor performance,
analyze it, diagnose inefficiencies and
optimize the plant’s motors for maximum
energy efficiency. The plant now uses
20 percent less energy than
before, and generates smart
Stephen Goldsmith
capital improvement schedis the Daniel Paul
of the Pracules that improve operations. Professor
tice of Government
We can see in the most
at Harvard Kennedy
School and directs
fascinating ways that the
the Innovations in
data infrastructure tools of
Government Program
and Data-Smart
today are helping governCity Solutions. He
ments at all levels extend the previously served as
mayor of Indianapolis
life and use of older, more
and deputy mayor
traditional infrastructure.
of New York City.
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FOUR QUESTIONS

Darryl Ackley
CIO, New Mexico

DAVID KIDD

New Mexico’s Darryl Ackley became the
state’s secretary of technology in 2011,
and last year he was chosen to represent
NASCIO in the FirstNet national public safety
network initiative. Given Ackley’s FirstNet
activities, it’s not surprising that he’s focusing
attention on improving public safety
communications in his state. But he also
leads a drive to improve enterprise services
in order to provide what he calls “a better
platform for innovation.” We talked to him
about that effort.

1

What’s your strategy for upgrading
enterprise services? The thinking
for us has been to very much put an
emphasis on the business process and
business practice ﬁrst. A lot of these
systems are owned by agencies that
we oversee. So we encourage them to
truly understand their business process,
engage the folks who will be running it
day-to-day, develop those requirements
and then look at technology. Because
we see a lot of technology solutions
applied with the business following it.

who are providing these solutions need to
be better equipped to socialize them and
market them. They need to speak in the language that executives and decision-makers
understand, and elevate our ability to be a
solution broker at the table, as opposed to
just a technology component that sometimes gets thought of at the last minute.

3

How do you get those skills?
A lot of it comes down to the
vision — refocusing and rebranding some of our efforts. Some of that is
simple things, like stepping back from
the acronyms and jargon, and becoming
very descriptive with our solutions. That
will take some training, especially for our
service managers. But a lot of it will be just

2

How does your workforce need
to evolve? We have to become
more business-oriented without
losing our technology focus. The people

8

setting a tone and saying, “Let’s engage
our business partners at their level.”

4

Will that need drive new job titles
or positions? It’s both new jobs
and looking at jobs in a different
way. We’re probably going to have some
dynamic workforce assignments, which
state governments typically aren’t very
ﬂexible with. That’s been something I’ve
tried to do — as much as possible, create
more of a matrix management in terms of
the way we meet those needs. But certainly, we’ve also changed some job titles
to include business analyst, even if it’s IT
business analyst, as opposed to some of
the more archaic things we’ve had.

— Steve Towns, Editor
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: COX

PUT AN END TO UNPLANNED OUTAGES
Advanced Technology — and Personalized Support — keep government agency networks
highly redundant and resilient
Oh, the trouble public agency data centers have seen

• Easily scalable network solutions and cloud services to
provide redundancy in case of disaster or disruption
• Dual network connectivity to support VoIP phone
systems, internet connectivity and distance learning
• The ability to operate a wide-area network that supports
numerous satellite sites with the simplicity of a local
area network

Sponsored Content

According to a recent survey by Government Technology
magazine, nearly 40 percent of public organizations experienced
ﬁve or more IT outages in a year. And over 50 percent cite the
need for stronger network redundancy as a top network priority.
Telecommunications leader Cox Business helps government entities avoid these unplanned outages, which can hit agency pocketbooks to the tune of more than $100,000 each day. Cox couples
the latest ﬁber optics and coaxial technology with industry leading
service to deliver the highest levels of business continuity and
disaster recovery.

Customers also beneﬁt because Cox builds and maintains
its own ﬁber network, so its technicians remain knowledgeable
and well equipped to troubleshoot any potential issue.

Reliability with Hybrid Fiber-Coaxial (HFC)

Customer care with a personal touch

Cox oﬀers government agencies many options. It can serve as a
primary bandwidth supplier, gearing custom packages and cloud
services to agencies with single or multiple sites. Or, Cox can be one
of several redundant Internet providers to ensure maximum uptime.
Its HFC platform oﬀers a highly reliable ﬁber backbone, with coaxial
cable to connect customers to that backbone. HFC is known as a
cost-eﬀective technology capable of transporting large amounts of
data — including video and voice— with low noise and interference.
Cox Business technology adeptly allows agencies and schools
to supply the services stakeholders, constituents, teachers and
students expect, using:

Even with upgraded, innovative technology, public agencies
wind up without access to outstanding service. Cox Business
addresses this need by assigning a support team to each of
its public customers. The team typically includes an account
manager, sales engineer and billing coordinator, and a local
technical assistance center and a network operations center.
Interested in learning more about how Cox can aid your agency?
A Cox Business representative can conduct a thorough review of
your organization’s requirements, including infrastructure needs and
uptime to assemble a solution plan.

To get started, visit coxbusiness.com/government.

PCIO_Q4_Cox.indd 1
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2014
WINNERS

Steven L. Henderson
CIO, Lincoln and Lancaster
County, Neb.

Autonomous
Vehicle Pioneers
Rep. Jeffrey Brandes

Bruce High
Executive Director and
CIO, Harris County, Texas

Florida

Kynect Kentucky
Carrie Banahan

Rep. Richard Corcoran
Florida

Rep. Marilyn Dondero Loop
Nevada

Sen. Alex Padilla

TOP

Executive Director
Office of the Kentucky Health
Beneﬁt Exchange

Gov. Steve Beshear

California

Kentucky

Mark Bengel

Audrey Haynes

CIO, Tennessee

Secretary, Kentucky Cabinet
for Health and Family Services

Boston Social
Lindsay Crudele

Rodney E. Murphy
Executive Director and CIO
Kentucky Office of Administrative and Technology Services

Community and Social
Technology Strategist
Boston Department of
Innovation and Technology

William Nold

Cheryl Fiandaca
Public Information Bureau
Chief, Boston Police Department

Deputy Executive Director
Office of the Kentucky Health
Beneﬁt Exchange

Shari Randle

Founder and Executive Director
Black Girls Code

Division Director, Kentucky
Office of Administrative and
Technology Services

Mayor Michael B. Coleman

Mayor Edwin M. Lee

Kimberly Bryant

Columbus, Ohio

City and County of
San Francisco

Covered California
Juli Baker

Jian Liu
CIO, NYC Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene

Chief Technology Officer
California Health Beneﬁt
Exchange

Laura McCain Patterson
CIO and Associate
Vice President
University of Michigan

Peter V. Lee
Executive Director
California Health Beneﬁt
Exchange

Rep. Jason Murphey

David Maxwell-Jolly

Oklahoma

Chief Deputy Executive
Director for Strategy
California Health Beneﬁt
Exchange

Mayor Michael Nutter

Karen Ruiz

Jeff Phillips

Philadelphia
Emergency Management
Coordinator
Los Ranchos de
Albuquerque, N.M.

CalHEERS Project Director
California Health Beneﬁt
Exchange

Adel W. Ebeid
Chief Innovation and Information
Officer, Philadelphia

Adam Edelen
State Auditor, Kentucky

Jim Sampson
Internship Coordinator
Washington State Department
of Enterprise Services

Jim Sills
CIO, Delaware

Tony Encinias
CIO, Pennsylvania

Robert Townsend

CIO, California Department
of Justice

Executive Director
New York City Financial
Information Services Agency

Google Fiber Team
Mike Burke

Virginia ID Platform
Dave Burhop

Co-chair, Mayors’ Bistate
Innovations Team
Kansas City, Mo.

William Hazel

Adrian Farley

Deputy Commissioner and
CIO, Virginia DMV
Health and Human Resources
Secretary, Virginia

Ray Daniels
Co-chair, Mayors’ Bistate
Innovations Team
Kansas City, Kan.

Samuel Nixon
CIO, Virginia

Mayor Sylvester
“Sly” James

Bexar County, Texas

Mayor Joseph Reardon

DOERS
DREAMERS
DRIVERS

County Judge Nelson
W. Wolff

Kansas City, Mo.

25
&

Kansas City, Kan.

Since 2002, we’ve dedicated our March issue to public-sector change agents —
individuals and teams using technology to make government more effective, more
efficient and friendlier to the citizens it serves. This year’s list is a diverse group
of technology professionals, agency leaders, elected officials and others who
are some of the hardest-working and most innovative individuals in the ﬁeld.
10
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TONY
ENCINIAS
CIO, Pennsylvania
little federal experience and a
career in the U.S. Navy have paid
great dividends for Tony Encinias.
The former naval officer and U.S.
Department of Defense technologist
came to Pennsylvania in 2008 as chief
technology officer, establishing the
state as a leader in cybersecurity.
Appointed CIO in December
2012, Encinias spent the last year on
a number of projects, most notably
automating the creation of user
accounts for new hires. Now when
someone joins a state agency, instead
of waiting for accounts to be authorized and created, one account for
email and other systems is enabled
with all the permissions set and ready
for that person’s ﬁrst day in the office.
Encinias isn’t resting on his laurels,
however. He revealed that 2014 has
a number of projects in the pipeline,
including consolidating seven data
centers into one management services
contract. Pennsylvania state agencies
are moving to a compute on-demand
model, where virtual storage will be
purchased as needed. In addition,
the state will upgrade to Microsoft
Exchange 2013. That promises to
be no small feat — Pennsylvania
has 90,000 users and the change
needs to be as seamless as possible.
From a leadership perspective,
Pennsylvania appears to have the
right man at the helm to tackle
those challenges. Encinias values
his military leadership style, but has
modiﬁed it to a degree to get the best
out of those working under him and
establish an efficient operation.
“The basic leadership foundation remains the same,” Encinias
said. “Dedication to the job, treating your people right and making
sure the end customer — in this
case, the citizens of Pennsylvania
— get the services they deserve.”

A

DAVID KIDD
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BY BRIAN HEATON
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T W E N T Y- F I V E
T O P

JIAN
LIU
DAVID KIDD

CIO, New York City Department
of Health and Mental Hygiene

many other duties, Liu and her team
are responsible for the city’s disease
surveillance system. New York City
has 97 diseases and conditions that
must be reported to public health
authorities by laboratories or providers. But different labs use different
types of information systems, codes
and standards that must be reconciled. Consolidating that information — data matching, de-duping and
transformation — is a massive job,
said Liu. And it doesn’t stop there.
The department also coordinates
with medical providers to help ensure
that patients are properly treated.
In addition, the department is
helping to ease medical providers
away from paper-based records. “We
subsidize their infrastructure and give
them hardware and software, to help
remove their traditional paper processes, charts and folders. Our mission
is to assist them in adopting technology and methods that measurably
improve the health of New Yorkers.”

ew York City restaurants serve
a billion meals per year to
customers. If you’re one of them, you
may owe a debt of gratitude to Jian
Liu, CIO of New York City’s Department of Health and Mental Hygiene,
and her IT team. She took then-Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s restaurant
inspection letter-grade program and
built a mobile app for hungry people
on the go. The app lets users search
for restaurants near their current
location, or by neighborhood, restaurant name, type of cuisine, etc. The
app shows the letter grade for each
restaurant. If your favorite eatery has
a “C” grade and you’re not too squeamish, you can click to see why. The
idea is to protect public health and
encourage restaurants to meet the
city’s standards for cleanliness and
safety by opening inspection records
to the public. “You want to encourage
them to do better,” said Liu. “It’s not
all about penalties for violations.”
But the restaurant inspection app
is only the tip of the iceberg. Among

N
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ollaboration and shared
services are concepts that
get a lot of attention, but they
only work when all the pieces are
there. Virginia’s Commonwealth
Authentication Service (CAS) — an
identity management platform that
will support e-government activities by agencies across the state
— shows what’s possible when collaboration is done right. Virginia’s
Department of Health and Human
Resources, the DMV and the
Virginia Information Technologies Agency teamed up to launch
the innovative shared service.
The partnership is the product
of visionary leadership and good
timing. Several years ago, DMV
CIO David Burhop was preparing to buy a powerful new set of
identity management tools. At the
same time, the Health and Human
Resources Department was gearing
up for Medicaid eligibility and management system upgrades driven
by federal health-care reform.
Health and Human Resources
Secretary William Hazel saw that
federal funds for improving Medicaid authentication could be leveraged to improve identity management for the entire state. Burhop,
the state’s identity management
expert, was a natural ally. So Hazel’s
agency paid for the technology tools
and Burhop’s team implemented
them, creating the CAS. State
CIO Sam Nixon is the ﬁnal link
in the chain, providing the enterprise platform and cost-recovery
mechanisms that will make the CAS
available to other agencies this year.
Ultimately the state expects
to use the CAS to conﬁrm identity for a wide range of online
transactions with citizens. And
internally, the common identity platform could improve
data sharing among agencies.
“The goal is to create a tool for
the commonwealth without having
a separate tool in every agency,”
Hazel said in an interview last
year. Thanks to innovative thinking by these three Virginia leaders,
the goal is becoming a reality.

C

VIRGINIA ID
PLATFORM

DAVID KIDD

(From left)William Hazel, Virginia Health
and Human Resources secretary;
David Burhop, Virginia DMV CIO;
and Sam Nixon, Virginia CIO

BY COLIN WOOD
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T W E N T Y- F I V E

NELSON WOLFF
2013 and that September, Bexar
County launched BiblioTech,
which is touted as America’s
ﬁrst bookless public library.
At 4,000 square feet, it’s one-third
the size of a traditional library branch
— and it also cost one-third the price,
said Wolff. While patrons aren’t
greeted by the traditional rows and
stacks of books, they can access thousands of titles wirelessly and remotely
via their own devices and 600
e-readers available for checkout. The
space is built around 48 iMacs and
lined with tablets; in the children’s
room, Surface tables and an Xbox
Kinect encourage interactive learning.
Built in-house, the county’s IT team
learned about cutting-edge technologies like augmented reality and how
to implement them in the library.
Wolff called BiblioTech a “great
success,” adding that on average,
300 people use the facility daily.
And he hopes that success will
expand as kiosks are installed around
Bexar County so patrons can check
out e-books when and where it’s
convenient, and through satellite
sites like one that recently opened
in the courthouse’s jury room.

JASON
MURPHEY
Oklahoma state representative

ason Murphey admits the state’s
Government Modernization Committee was viewed as “kind of gimmicky”
when it was created in 2009. But that’s
not the case anymore. As chairman, he’s
turned the body — better known as the
Gov Mod Committee — into a magnet for
innovative young lawmakers and a forum
for IT-powered government reforms.
Murphey, a 36-year-old software developer, has shepherded a number of IT-related
bills through the legislative process, including measures to create a cabinet-level CIO
and consolidate state computer systems.
Those moves were set to save more than
$120 million by late 2013, according to
the state. The committee also has tackled
measures to improve state software purchasing, promote electronic payments, and
simplify business licensing and permitting.
In a 2013 interview, Murphey said legislative turnover — led partly by term limits
enacted in 1990 — is driving a shift in how
state elected leaders view technology issues and his committee. “We’re seeing the
age of the legislature getting younger and
younger,” he said. “And those members have
an extreme proclivity toward this venue.”
With Oklahoma’s newly centralized IT
structure making it easier to enact statewide
technology reforms, Murphey said the Gov
Mod Committee was just getting warmed up.
“We’re going to be introspective on how
we can use technology to cut the cost to
the taxpayer and improve efficiency,” he
said. “We’ll also spend a lot of time looking at transparency issues. We want to
empower citizens to hold government
accountable using data 2.0 concepts.”

J

BY ELAINE PITTMAN

BY STEVE TOWNS

14

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

he ﬁrst thing you should know is
that Nelson Wolff is a bibliophile.
With more than 1,500 ﬁrst editions in
his book collection, the county judge
of Bexar County, Texas, may seem an
unlikely proponent of moving away
from the traditional library system.
But after reading a biography about
Steve Jobs, Wolff was inspired to
bring library services
to outlying areas and
into the 21st century.
His mission
was dual-focused:
“To go into an area
of the county that
was economically
disadvantaged and
didn’t have access to
technology and put
in a ﬁrst-class system.
And to break down the barriers
to reading and make it easier for
people to check out e-books.”
With those goals in mind, Wolff
moved forward at what may be
considered light-speed for publicsector technology projects. After
reading the biography in August
2012, Wolff assembled a team to
make the vision a reality, went
public with the idea in January

T

DAVID McNEESE

T O P

County judge, Bexar County, Texas
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DAVID McNEESE

COVERED
CALIFORNIA
(From left) Peter V. Lee, executive director, California Health Beneﬁt Exchange; David Maxwell-Jolly, former chief deputy executive
director for strategy, California Health Beneﬁt Exchange; Karen Ruiz, CalHEERS project director, California Health Beneﬁt Exchange;
Juli Baker, chief technology officer, California Health Beneﬁt Exchange
alifornia’s health beneﬁts
exchange hasn’t been perfect.
In the early weeks of Covered
California, there were site crashes,
incorrect doctor listings and
glitches similar to other state-run
exchanges. Perhaps initial problems were inevitable since the
project was built in 15 months — a
tight schedule made possible with
300 staff at Accenture along with
40 more from the state workforce.
Slowly but surely California’s
exchange has come into its own,
becoming more stable and offering
more functionality than when it
went live last fall, thanks to collaborative work by the California

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

C

Health Beneﬁt Exchange, the
California Healthcare Eligibility,
Enrollment and Retention System
(CalHEERS) and the California Department of Health Care Services.
Unsurprisingly, California’s health
beneﬁts exchange is the largest
state-run exchange in the nation,
with more than 625,000 sign-ups
for health insurance by midJanuary and 584,000 applicants
deemed likely eligible for Medi-Cal,
the state’s Medicaid program.
Peter V. Lee, executive director
of the California Health Beneﬁt Exchange, said solid project
governance has been a constant.
Early on, the state discussed project

specs with potential vendors,
policymakers and health-care
providers so that when it came
time to accept RFPs, a good road
map already was in place.
“Effective design, good vendor selection and good oversight
are the three overlapping elements of why we think we were
relatively successful,” Lee said.
Nevertheless, California Health
Beneﬁt Exchange CTO Juli Baker
said the state had to stay focused
and delay some functionality in
order to make the Oct. 1 deadline.
In December, the state rolled out an
enrollment application in Spanish, making California the only

state Lee knows of that has put
complete enrollment forms online
in both English and Spanish.
California also improved at
monitoring users’ experience, Lee
said. Website users can complete
a post-enrollment survey and
the state now tracks page load
times and other metrics within a
performance dashboard. A recent
report found that 82 percent of
Covered California users said they
got all the information they needed
to make an informed choice.
“That, to our mind, is a really
good point of data,” Lee said.
BY MATT WILLIAMS
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NIC congratulates all of its partners n
of providing eGovernment services, m
solutions that make life easier f

MAUI, HI

106

10

21

awards received from
more than a dozen
independent competitions
and surveys.

of the top 11 Best of the
Web awards, including
first place for TN.gov.

federal and state
government partners
honored.
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SHINING SEA
s nationwide for another award-winning year
s, mobile apps, websites, and payment
r for citizens and businesses.

NEWPORT, RI

NIC salutes our federal, state,
and local government partners
for another award-winning year.
For a complete list of honors
our partners received last year,
visit www.egov.com/awards.

o

MISSISSIPPI’S OFFICIAL STATE WEBSITE
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T W E N T Y- F I V E
T O P

STEVE
HENDERSON
CIO, Lincoln and Lancaster County, Neb.
haring services with another
jurisdiction requires giving up a
degree of control — an understandably scary proposition for many CIOs.
But Steve Henderson, CIO of
Lincoln and Lancaster County, Neb.,
faced a signiﬁcant problem when a key
stakeholder opted out of his mainframe setup. If he continued providing mainframe services, he’d have to
raise prices to other users to cover his
costs, which were essentially ﬁxed.
Henderson brought a wealth of state
experience with him to City Hall —
30 years’ worth, in fact. That tenure
gave him conﬁdence in the state’s
IT infrastructure, which led him to
initiate a shared services agreement
for mainframe computing services.
“Having worked in state government
and knowing the people and processes
made a huge difference in terms of
comfort level,” Henderson said.
The shared services agreement
gives Henderson a scalable resource
he can subscribe to monthly, and gets
him out of the mainframe business.
The migration, which he expects to
complete within six months, paved
the way for more shared services too.
He is now using the state’s enterprise
content management (ECM) system.
“The state spent millions on its
investment in the ECM system that
it has,” Henderson explained. “If
we wanted to do something similar,
I’d have to invest something similar
here, which just is not feasible.”
Henderson said he’s open to
expanding the shared services relationship even further, if it will beneﬁt
Lincoln and Lancaster County.

S

LINDA ULRICH

BY NOELLE KNELL
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BRUCE
HIGH
CIO, Harris County, Texas
t’s easy to think of technology as a
solution for every challenge. What’s
uncommon, and more elusive, is to
comprehend the forces behind tech
innovation: our shared human needs
and the people who answer them.
Bruce High practices this collaborative way of thinking in his role as CIO of
Harris County, Texas. High has implemented many trendsetting tech initiatives based on collaboration, including
the 2010 launch of a wireless LTE network exclusively for emergency personnel. The county network is one of the
ﬁrst in the U.S. approved by the FCC,
and one that works alongside FirstNet,
a coordinating group that aims to roll
out a nationwide emergency network.
The county network — which
required federal, state and local
consensus — now has 88,000 devices connected to it and sits upon
a foundation of more than 200 interlocal agreements. High said the
accomplishment should be viewed
in terms of people, not technology.
“It’s about ﬁnding core things
people want to do and asking how we
can get it done together,” he said.
High’s people-centered approach
has staff reaching across departments to understand processes, with
tech solutions ﬁlling the gaps.
“We all have the same needs,
so we should be working together to get it done,” he said.

I

GERRY MCINTYRE

KIMBERLY
BRYANT
Founder, Black Girls Code

can empower women of color
to become technology leaders.
Founded in 2011, the nonproﬁt
gained immediate moral and
ﬁnancial support from individual
donors such as Craig Newmark,
founder of Craigslist, as well as
notable organizations like the Kapor Center for Social Impact. Two
years of crowdfunding through
Indiegogo has yielded about
3,000 supporters and $130,000.
Donations allow Black Girls Code
to run events centered on topics
like robotics, game and mobile app
development, and Web design.
The organization also hosts boot
camps for older students where
they can work alongside engineers at companies like Twitter
and gain ﬁrst-hand experience
of what it’s like to develop real
technologies used the world over.

LINDA ULRICH

BY JASON SHUEH

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

omputer science careers haven’t
traditionally been geared toward women or non-white subcultures. Kimberly Bryant is changing
that. She founded Black Girls Code,
an organization that hosts events
in major cities around the U.S. and
internationally to teach girls of color
about computer programming. Bryant’s goal is to reach 1 million girls
between the ages of 7 and 17 by 2040.
“One of the most important
things is to plant that seed of
interest because [our students]
don’t generally have any knowledge of computer programming
or computer science before they
come into our classes,” she said.
The opportunities provided
by Black Girls Code ﬁght against
the marginalization of women
and minorities in an increasingly technological world, Bryant
said — even better, these skills
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T W E N T Y- F I V E
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GOOGLE
FIBER TEAM
Co-chair of the Mayors’ Bistate Innovations Team
Mike Burke (pictured at left); Kansas City, Mo.,
Mayor Sly James (pictured at right); Former Kansas
City, Kan., Mayor Joseph Reardon; and Ray Daniels,
co-chair of the Mayors’ Bistate Innovations Team
ver since Google chose Kansas City,
Kan., and Kansas City, Mo., in 2011 to
debut Google Fiber, its coveted gigabit ﬁber
network, the project has been watched by
cities across the nation. Now an A-team of
government leaders is expanding the network’s community impact and passing on
what they’ve learned to other local leaders.
The team includes Kansas City, Mo.,
Mayor Sly James; former Kansas City,
Kan., Mayor Joseph Reardon; and
co-chairs of the Mayors’ Bistate Innovations Team, Mike Burke and Ray
Daniels. Since the Google Fiber network’s inception, the four-man team has
remained a hallmark of how technology
can spur community improvement.
The team’s efforts to support “ﬁber to
the home” helped pave the way for the
two cities to become co-hosts for a 2013
Code for America fellowship. The program
resulted in several civic tech initiatives,
including a new Internet education app
called BizFriend.ly and a Wikipedia-style
site, WikiKC, for community collaboration.
The team also collaborated on a working
playbook for other cities planning to launch
gigabit networks. The digital booklet, called
Playing to Win in America’s Digital Crossroads, has become an evolving template for
cities harnessing high-speed connections.
The hope is that the document will help
unify communities and improve education
and economic growth through technology.
As more communities implement
gigabit networks, it’s likely this tech-savvy
team will be a go-to source of support.

BOSTON SOCIAL
fter the Boston Marathon bombings,
tweets from the city’s Police Department became, in effect, the official word on
the search for the perpetrators. Familiarity
with social media — built through a campaign led by Cheryl Fiandaca, who until
December was the Boston PD’s public information bureau chief — let police officials
disseminate and manage information about
the situation via social media in a way that
gained the trust of residents and the media.
Social media also ﬁgured prominently
in Boston’s response to a massive February 2013 blizzard. Two days before the
snowfall, Lindsay Crudele, community
and social technology strategist for the
Boston Department of Innovation and
Technology (DoIT), began developing
a social media kit, including an official
hashtag, and started providing information about safety and preparations for
the storm. That effort remained a 24/7
operation until the storm passed.
Those two events demonstrate the
competency Boston officials, namely
Fiandaca and Crudele, have developed in

managing crises via social media. It wasn’t
an accident. The police department adopted
social media early as a vehicle for community policing. The department already
had 55,000 Twitter followers prior to the
marathon bombings. Three hours after the
blasts, that number jumped to 100,000, then
300,000 when the suspects were caught.
“We took a leadership role in letting
people know what was happening, which
helped reduce the fear,” Fiandaca told
Emergency Management magazine.
DoIT established its social media ofﬁce in May 2012 with Crudele at the
helm. She manages 100 social media
liaisons across 51 departments. There’s
daily interaction between the city’s constituents and many agencies, which
makes communication easy during events
like the blizzard and the bombings.
“A key tenet of my social media strategy is
daily two-way engagement so that we don’t
have to work in the midst of an emergency
to bring people aboard; they’ve already been
a part of the conversation,” Crudele said.

A
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Cheryl Fiandaca (left), public information bureau chief, Boston Police Department
Lindsay Crudele, community and social technology strategist, Boston DoIT
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giving the service to the general fund
agencies for free. ... We’re paying for
it and now they’re beginning to use
it as an enterprise solution.” In addition, Sills is giving away Salesforce
licenses and development dollars to
help agencies leverage that platform.
IT governance was next. Purchase orders above $10,000 must
be reviewed by the IT department,
which gives him insight into what
each agency is buying and gives the
opportunity to leverage existing
solutions. “This was an additional
control point to ensure we weren’t
spending dollars we didn’t need to
spend.” Along with the successful
IT consolidation effort, Sills reached
out to agencies on cybersecurity, and
now 98 percent of all state employees
have completed a computer-based
cybersecurity training program.
Sills credits his staff with success
in building state agency partnerships and collaboration to help
agencies, and ultimately the people
they serve. “We can’t sit back and
wait for them to come to us,” he
said. “We want to be a solution
provider rather than an order taker.”

APIMAGES.COM

MICHAEL
COLEMAN
Mayor, Columbus, Ohio

hat does it take to put a city on
the leading edge of the economy? A mayor who can get things done.
In his 2013 State of the City speech,
Mayor Michael B. Coleman said
Columbus had earned some swagger. And it’s well deserved. “He gets
ideas and makes them happen,”
said Robert Bell, co-founder of the
Intelligent Community Forum,
which last year selected Columbus as one of the top seven intelligent communities in the world.
In 2000, for example, Coleman started Neighborhood Pride,
a week in which city staff, volunteers and community members
clean alleys, mow grass, paint, and
repair public facilities and parks
in speciﬁc parts of the city.
And his drive to improve Columbus reaches the boardrooms of
the region’s biggest organizations.
He formed the Columbus Partnership, a nonproﬁt organization of 52
area CEOs from the region’s businesses and institutions that help the
mayor and Columbus get things done.
There’s also TechColumbus, which offers expertise and funding to startups.
All of this activity is paying off.
In 2013, Columbus’ workforce grew
by 20,000. In addition, the city has
received accolades for livability,
safety and economic vitality.

W
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JIM
SILLS
CIO, Delaware

WIKIPEDIA

elaware CIO Jim Sills doesn’t
exactly say government should
be run like a business, but he admits
his private-sector banking and ﬁnance experience has come in handy.
When Sills became CIO in 2009, he
found state agencies focused mostly
inward. “In the private sector,”
he said, “we were always talking
about the value of something at the
enterprise level, and I was shocked
that that kind of conversation does
not generally take place in government.” Sills started the conversation
with good results. For example,
each agency typically bought its
own PCs. But an enterprise contract
with Dell — which standardized on
six laptop and desktop conﬁgurations — realized a 33 percent savings
on each machine, which helped
get the enterprise ball rolling.
Sills also started moving applications into the cloud. All service and
budget portfolio management is
now in the cloud, as well as some
100 other applications. In addition,
Sills said 80 percent of all physical
servers are virtualized to the tune of
$4 million in cost avoidance. “To get
the other 20 percent,” he said, “we’re
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T O P

Carrie Banahan, executive director, Office of the Kentucky Health Beneﬁt Exchange;
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear; Audrey Haynes, secretary, Kentucky Cabinet for Health
and Family Services; Rodney Murphy, executive director and CIO, Kentucky Office of
Administrative and Technology Services; William Nold, deputy executive director,
Office of the Kentucky Health Beneﬁt Exchange; Shari Randle, division director,
Kentucky Office of Administrative and Technology Services

CIO and associate vice president,
University of Michigan

S
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GOV. STEVE
BESHEAR

22

shared services model is helping the University of Michigan
rein in runaway IT costs so it can
invest in learning technology.
Under the leadership of Laura
McCain Patterson, the university is consolidating commodity IT services across
schools and colleges. The university’s
44 email services gave way to one cloud
collaboration service. And the university
is halfway through a project that will
turn 193 desktop support services and
102 help desks into one shared service.
But despite these consolidation efforts, McCain Patterson has
avoided layoffs in the past two years
by promoting retirement buyouts,
moving people around and leaving
vacant positions unﬁlled. This personnel strategy cut 80 to 90 IT positions
and saved nearly $10 million a year.
“We have to move to next-generation technologies to keep pace with
what our researchers need, what our
students expect and
what our faculty want
to use in the classroom,”
she said. “And we recognized that we could
not do that on top of
our current IT spend.”
Because of savings
in personnel and services, the remaining IT
staff in the university’s
schools and colleges
have more time to support faculty. Both faculty and IT staff
can build technology tools more cost
effectively with shared infrastructure in
the cloud. And these tools could spread
to other schools and quickly receive
university support as a shared service.
“We really see this model as enabling
innovation and promoting innovation of
those edge technologies that Michigan has been known for in the past.”

A

Kynect also doesn’t require
customers to complete a passwordprotected login and registration
to view and compare the many
health plans that are available. This
might seem like a minor point, but
it eventually helped avoid those
pesky error screens that plagued
the federal HealthCare.gov site
and other state exchanges when
open enrollment started on Oct. 1.
Kentucky’s exchange was built
so users could seamlessly determine
their Medicaid eligibility on the
same website — another sticking
point for states that chose to build
their own exchange instead of using
the federal government’s version.
And Kentucky went so far as to
hire Xerox to run a call center for
Kentuckians who prefer not to go
online to shop for their insurance.
Crucially, Kentucky also appears
to have selected a skilled vendor in
Deloitte. The consulting ﬁrm also
worked on high-performing insurance exchanges for Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Washington.

tates have taken their fair
share of criticism for bungling
the design and execution of health
insurance exchanges, the online
marketplaces where Americans can
determine eligibility and purchase
insurance that’s mandated under federal health-care reform.
Kentucky is one of the few
states, though, where the beneﬁts
exchange functioned smoothly
without fanfare. The state’s no-frills
system, called Kynect, enrolled
more than 116,000 people by the
end of 2013 — mostly without
drama or the widespread outages
that have plagued other states.
Kentucky made some wise moves
under the leadership of Carrie Banahan, executive director of the Office
of the Kentucky Health Beneﬁt Exchange. A big one was getting to work
soon after the Affordable Care Act
was signed into law in 2010. Several
states waited another two years, after
the Supreme Court ultimately upheld
the health-care law. With more time,
Kentucky reportedly tested Kynect
for three months, unlike some states
that did so only for a few weeks.

APIMAGES.COM
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LAURA
McCAIN
PATTERSON

KYNECT KENTUCKY
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dam Edelen is moving the state auditor’s office into the digital era. He
and his team developed software (called
SAFE-house) that lets citizens digitally
report taxpayer fraud, waste and abuse.
The internal system was overhauled
too, with a digital platform called TIPS.
“There’s no better tool for guaranteeing accountability and transparency than
technology,” Edelen said. “It [lets] me
provide oversight to important government functions, to make determinations
about how efficient, effective and honest
public resources are expended, and also
empowers the public to be watchdogs.”
Edelen also identiﬁed $2.7 billion in
annual unreported government spending
by more than 1,200 special taxing districts in the state. He now requires those
districts to report their fees, spending
and taxes. Before that, no one knew how
much money was being handled or who
was responsible for those funds, he said.
“That’s not reﬂective of how any
organization should run in the digital
age, particularly one that has a watchdog mandate like ours,” said Edelen,
who codiﬁed the reporting practice in
landmark legislation passed last year.
Now he’s pursuing a bill to let Kentucky join 46 other states that require
state government to inform citizens
when personal information may have
been compromised. The bill has co-sponsorship from 63 of the 100 state House
representatives, said Edelen’s office.

A

EDWIN
LEE
Mayor, San Francisco

move, Lee seized the opportunity to
keep it in San Francisco, while redeveloping downtown’s Mid-Market
area. A targeted tax break turned a
seedy neighborhood rife with vacancies into a thriving technology sector.
And the momentum seems only to
be building. Lee’s Office of Innovation launched the San Francisco
Entrepreneurship in Residence
program in 2013, offering an onpremises incubator at City Hall,
meant to apply startup ingenuity
directly to “pain points” within
government itself. Nearly 200 applications came in from domestic
and international locales, and the
handful of participants selected
will work alongside city officials on
developing urban solutions that can
be scaled for other communities.
Lee also is proving himself a champion of the open data cause, furthering the work began under his predecessor, now Lt. Gov. Gavin Newsom,
on the city’s open data portal, DataSF.
On Lee’s watch, data sets continue to
be added, and new legislation spreads
the open data mission throughout the
organization, mandates departmentlevel data coordinators, and creates a
chief data officer position for the city.

etting on the calendar of a
major metropolitan mayor is no
small task. But San Francisco Mayor
Edwin Lee manages to squeeze in a
weekly site visit to a local company.
Oftentimes, these visits take place at
a technology company — he has more
and more to choose from these days,
thanks to an aggressive agenda of
luring tech startups to San Francisco.
Focused efforts to ensure that
small companies mature to tech
heavyweights within San Francisco’s
borders are reaping rewards —
media reports document evidence
that the epicenter of Silicon Valley
could be shifting north. High-tech
job growth in San Francisco and
surrounding San Mateo and Marin
counties is outpacing that of the
San Jose area by more than three
times. The city’s 1,800 startups and
tech ﬁrms together drew more than
$1 billion in venture capital funds
in just the ﬁrst quarter of 2013.
When social media powerhouse
Twitter told Lee that the city’s payroll tax would force the company to
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ADAM
EDELEN
State auditor, Kentucky
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T W E N T Y- F I V E

MARK
BENGEL
CIO, Tennessee
ore than six years into his tenure
as CIO of Tennessee, Mark Bengel ﬁnds himself still enthralled with
the challenges before him. He remains
focused on the goal of improving his
state’s efficiency and bottom line.
Over the past few years, he led efforts to
virtualize computing and data storage and
strengthen state IT infrastructure. Bengel
is implementing a single phone system
for all state government agencies, which
he estimates will save Tennessee approximately $70 million over the next decade.
Bengel is also waist-deep in trying
to address the IT talent shortage many
public-sector technology offices are facing
in the wake of retirements and competition
from private tech companies. Over the next
ﬁve years, more than 40 percent of state
employees in Tennessee will be eligible
to retire. So Bengel’s working closely
with state human resources personnel to
ﬁgure out how to recruit top technologists
and not lose them to the private sector.
Why does public service still drive Bengel? He said he gets to “work with big toys
to solve big problems and make a really big
difference if done right.” But Bengel knows
his success in the state also is a result of
the support he’s had over the years.
“I’m blessed in having a business-savvy
administration that understands the connection between effective IT and effective
government,” Bengel said. “But my most
important role is to be an effective communicator with executive leadership and to
bridge the gap between IT and business.”

T O P

M

ROBERT
TOWNSEND
Ultimately he spent more than
30 years at FISA, watching the
agency more than double in size
and taking on a range of responsibilities, including management of
the centralized personnel system
NYCAPS and payment for pensioners from ﬁve different city funds.
These new responsibilities represented several steps in the right direction for FISA as it integrated related systems under one roof. Previously
these systems were scattered across
the city, which led to inconsistencies.
One of the most challenging
projects Townsend managed was
rebuilding the city’s massive ﬁnancial system in a year and a half.
Townsend, who retired in December, said he enjoyed shaping the
agency’s direction. “I wanted to be
the one to inﬂuence things or have
things go the way I wanted them
to go,” he said. “My mother told
me that you had to get yourself in a
position to do that. She was right.”

“I WANTED TO BE THE
ONE TO INFLUENCE
THINGS OR HAVE
THINGS GO THE WAY I
WANTED THEM TO GO.”
“I had the luxury of growing
up with the industry,” he said. “It
was a lot more fun when things
broke, actually.”
As an IBM employee, Townsend
helped build New York City’s ﬁrst
ﬁnancial system. FISA recruited
him as a database manager in 1980.
Townsend advanced so quickly
through the agency that he became
deputy executive director four
years later.
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JESSICA MULHOLLAND

omputer systems were in
their infancy when Robert
Townsend started working with the
New York City Financial Information Services Agency (FISA)
as a contractor in the 1970s.
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JEFF
PHILLIPS
Emergency management coordinator,
Los Ranchos de Albuquerque, N.M.

Office, gives officers in the ﬁeld
direct access to information
about suspects via their smartphone or tablet. Working closely
with the San Francisco Police
Department, which piloted JusticeMobile before its statewide
release, Farley played a pivotal
role in coordinating the development of the new app. He says 80
other agencies — local, state and
federal — are in various stages of
deployment.
Now Farley’s working on a
statewide platform that unites
all information about offenders
from different data systems in
the state and makes them available in a single proﬁle through a
Google-like search engine. He’s
also looking ahead to some ambitious undertakings in 2014 and
beyond, including single sign-on
access across systems for lawenforcement-related information and an open source records
management solution.

f disaster were to hit Los Ranchos
de Albuquerque, N.M., a virtual
team would step in to aid the emergency management department’s
social media efforts. From monitoring
social mentions of the emergency to
amplifying messaging on Twitter and
Facebook, a team of trusted citizens is
ready to assist Jeff Phillips, emergency management coordinator for
the village. He’s spent years working
on the concept, Virtual Operations
Support Teams (VOST), which has
spread across the U.S. and the world.
In 2009, Phillips saw social
media’s potential to improve emergency management, and spent the
year creating protocols for its use
while developing a local and national
following. He realized early that he
couldn’t maintain
a social media
presence while
performing his
traditional emergency management duties during
a disaster. So he
considered how
to enlist citizens
to do social media
on his behalf.
“That’s always
been my thought process: build out
social media capacity in a structured
way using trusted agents,” he said.
Unveiled in 2011, the VOST concept has helped emergency managers
build their own teams — from Suffolk County, N.Y., and Clark County,
Wash., to Spain and the Netherlands,
groups of virtual, vetted members digitally support governments in crisis.
Los Ranchos has yet to activate
its VOST — “knock on wood,” said
Phillips — but he participates in
many teams, including nearly a dozen
activations in 2013 to support social
media efforts during large wildﬁres.

BY NOELLE KNELL

BY ELAINE PITTMAN

I

ADRIAN
FARLEY
CIO, California
Department of Justice

alifornia Department of
Justice CIO Adrian Farley
has had a hand in a lot of major
state technology projects over
the past several years. As a chief
deputy under former state CIO
Teri Takai, Farley was instrumental in reforming IT procurement
practices, shifting responsibility
for large system integration procurements to the state technology
department, and introducing
key innovations — like RFP boot
camps and multistage contracting
— aimed at fostering more competition and better results. He also
spearheaded the development of
the state’s federated data center,
where state agencies, like Corrections and Public Health, now lease
space for their own operations.
This past March, the Justice
Department launched a mobile
app for California law enforcement agencies. JusticeMobile,
the ﬁrst statewide implementation of its kind in the U.S. according to the Attorney General’s
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T W E N T Y- F I V E

he thought of a car driving itself
on U.S. roadways may still seem
like a scene from Transformers or
Knight Rider, but four legislators in
three states brought the possibility much closer to reality in the last
few years. California, Florida and
Nevada all passed legislation creating a formal legal framework for
autonomous vehicles on public roads.
Spearheading those efforts
were California Sen. Alex Padilla,
D-Pacoima; Florida Reps. Jeffrey
Brandes, R-St. Petersburg, and Richard Corcoran, R-Land O’Lakes; and
Nevada Rep. Marilyn Dondero Loop,
D-Las Vegas. Dondero Loop was the
ﬁrst lawmaker to propose legislation allowing driverless cars and
setting up ground rules for their use,
followed by Florida and California.
Google has been testing a driverless car for several years, logging

T O P

T

JIM
SAMPSON

more than 200,000 miles in California.
Audi, BMW and other auto manufacturers are testing their own autonomous
vehicles. While Google and the manufacturers have yet to establish a release
date or price point for the technology, experts believe self-driving cars
could hit the market as soon as 2020.
“I imagine a lot of people think
of a self-driving car as science ﬁction or something out of The Jetsons,”
Padilla said at a 2012 news conference
announcing California’s driverless car
legislation. “But we’re living in an era
of Moore’s Law, where every two years
we double our computer processing
speeds. And what it’s done is it’s allowed us to demonstrate exponential
improvements to the areas of advanced
technology, including the ability to use
technology to make self-driving cars
a reality sooner rather than later.”

Internship coordinator, Washington State
Department of Enterprise Services
ne day, an intern showed up at the
Washington State Department
of Enterprise Services (DES), and Jim
Sampson saw an opportunity. Sampson, a desktop support specialist for
the department, took the intern in tow,
gradually introducing him to all facets of
the job. Something clicked, and Sampson
became the go-to guy for internships.
Now, Sampson coordinates a successful internship program, helping
local community college students get
their feet wet in government IT work
and ﬁlling the tech-talent pipeline
for the DES. Of the 13 interns he has
mentored personally, 12 continued
beyond their internships and six are
permanent DES staff members. One of
Sampson’s former interns now outranks
him — a fact that Sampson points to
with pride. And in January, the internship program went departmentwide.
Part of his secret is commitment,
said Sampson’s boss, Nick Fuchs. “We
look for loyalty,” Fuchs said, “and the
primary factor in that is that they like
their supervisor and their work environment.” And Sampson works very hard at
helping interns make it. “He takes care
of them and guides them,” Fuchs said.
“He’s former military,
and he really exempliﬁes
camaraderie. He’s really
committed to making
these kids successful.”
Interns are treated
the same as any state
employee. They face a full
employment interview
at the agency, sign off on
the standard paperwork,
and handle work orders
selected by agency staff
based on their particular
skills. But they also get
plenty of support. “I’m
literally one cubicle away, listening, seeing how they handle the staff,” Sampson
said. “It’s not like a supervisory thing —
it’s like a peer is there to help them out.”

O
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T W E N T Y- F I V E

ADEL
EBEID

T O P

Chief Innovation and
Information Officer, Philadelphia
del Ebeid is chief innovation and
information officer of Philadelphia
— and since joining the city government
in 2011, he’s been on a roll. Ebeid deftly
manages the dual nature of his position,
shoring up key city systems on one hand
and disrupting the status quo on the other.
Shortly after arriving, he launched a $120
million initiative to upgrade the technology
behind eight core city functions, including
licensing and permitting, 311, property
management and revenue collection. He
also signaled that his approach to those
upgrades wouldn’t be business as usual.
“We want to get to a place very soon
where we’re buying services, not hardware and software,” he told industry
representatives during a 2012 conference. “CIOs focused on building data
centers are going to miss the opportunity
to do some really strategic things.”
On the innovation side, Ebeid — with
the backing of Mayor Michael Nutter —
built a formidable innovation team, adding
a chief data officer in late 2012 and a civic
technology director last year. They’ve
been the catalyst for an innovation
ecosystem built around civic hackathons,
software startups and venture capitalists
— all aimed at meeting community needs.
It’s an approach that’s making
Philadelphia both a civic technology
hot spot and a better place to live.
“We talk about innovating with intent,”
Ebeid said last year. “If it’s not improving people’s lives, it’s not worth doing.”

A

DAVID KIDD

MICHAEL
NUTTER
Mayor, Philadelphia

Ebeid said many of the mayor’s
plans that were conceived in 2012
were realized last year. Among
them were major gains in stabilizing and securing the city’s technology infrastructure, upgrading
aging systems, and launching
an open data and transparency
initiative that released more than
60 new data sets to the public.
These successes prompted Nutter
to formally inaugurate a Mayor’s Ofﬁce of New Urban Mechanics during
the year, managed by his three-person
team and used as a testing ground for
civic tech pilot projects and programs.
The new office took top honors from
Bloomberg Philanthropies’ 2012-2013
Mayors Challenge for its Philadelphia Social Enterprise Partnership,
a new procurement process that
enables entrepreneurs and social
innovators to respond to city RFPs.

ometimes imagination and
inventiveness needs a title.
For Philadelphia Mayor Michael
Nutter, that title happens to come
in three ﬂavors: chief innovation officer, chief data officer and
director of civic technology.
The trio of titles represents a
green light for inventiveness and
a call to fulﬁll the mayor’s IT vision to support entrepreneurs and
establish Philadelphia as a leader in
business growth and innovation.
In 2011, Nutter ushered in what
some might call a new era of IT
thinking when he appointed the
city’s ﬁrst chief innovation officer, Adel Ebeid, followed by Chief
Data Officer Mark Headd, and in
2012, a director of civic technology, Tim Wisniewski. The three
IT positions work in a cohesive
way to bring about tangible civic
change for Philadelphians.

S

BY JASON SHUEH
DAVID KIDD
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/ BUYER’S
REMORSE

SHUTTERSTOCJ.COM

Almost no one likes the procurement process.
Here are some ideas for changing it.
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BY J U S T I NE BROW N
C ON T R IBU T ING W R I T ER

the contract, but once its representatives sat down with city officials to
begin the project, it became clear they
weren’t on the same page. Unable to
bridge the gap between what the city
asked for in the RFP and what
the company could provide,
the contract eventually was
canceled. Both the vendor and
the city spent a great deal of
money, time and effort — only
to end up back at square one.
Unfortunately this scenario
is far from rare. News
headlines regularly tout the
latest government procurement debacles. Projects like
HealthCare.gov can and do
go wrong, leaving taxpayers baffled
and the government agencies that
awarded the contracts scrambling for
an explanation. In fact, IT research
ﬁrm the Standish Group found that
94 percent of large-scale federal IT
projects have been unsuccessful during
the last decade. Yet the United States
has had rigid procurement rules and a
system of checks and balances in place
to prevent such scenarios for decades.
Why are such failures still occurring?
One of the biggest factors preventing
successful government procurements
today may be the rapid evolution of
technology. Purchasing in government
is frequently cited as an example of a
slow, inﬂexible and expensive bureaucratic process. But that becomes doubly
true when purchasing technology.
“The alignment of technology and
procurement has always had a lot
of tension to it,” said Dugan Petty,
former Oregon CIO and procurement director who now serves as a
senior fellow for e.Republic’s Center
for Digital Government. “Often,
it’s about whether the jurisdiction has met the procurement laws
ﬁrst, and perhaps secondly whether

INNOVATE
OR STAGNATE
W

hen a mid-sized city in the
northeastern United States
became frustrated with its antiquated
accounting processes a few years
ago, officials there decided to seek a
modern, technology-based solution.
Hoping to capitalize on the latest
accounting technology while minimizing the city’s investment in new
servers and software, they opted to
pursue a cloud solution.
Mindful of stringent government procurement rules, the city
put together an RFP. But rather than
write an RFP from scratch outlining
its interest in a cloud-based solution,
the city borrowed much of the text
from an RFP written years before. The
vendors that reviewed the RFP were
confused. Here the city was saying it
wanted a cloud-based solution, yet its
requirements as outlined in the RFP
were inconsistent with such a solution. As a result, most of the interested vendors simply did not bid.
The only company that did bid on
the project recognized the problem,
but assumed the situation could be
ﬁxed once the job was under way. It
was wrong. The company was awarded

30

ABOUT
THIS
REPORT
This report is based on
the activities of the Digital
Communities program,
a network of public- and
private-sector IT professionals working to improve
local governments’
delivery of public service
through the use of digital
technology. The program
— a partnership between
Government Technology
and e.Republic’s Center
for Digital Government
— consists of task forces
that meet online and
in person to exchange
information on important
issues local government
IT professionals face.
More than 1,000
government and industry
members participate
in Digital Communities
task forces focused on
digital infrastructure,
law enforcement and big
city/county leadership.
The Digital Communities
program also conducts the
annual Digital Cities and
Digital Counties surveys,
which track technology
trends and identify and
promote best practices
in local government.
Digital Communities
quarterly reports appear
in Government Technology
magazine in March, June,
September and December.
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One mobile application,
thousands of voices empowered.
Many local governments have been looking for an easier way to connect with citizens.
Now it’s possible. AT&T Community Central is an affordable, pre-built mobile app
that lets you effectively and dynamically communicate with everyone you serve.
Citizens can access information like maps and directories, report problems and
interact with government representatives, virtually anytime, anywhere. In an
environment of high expectations and ﬁscal constraints, it delivers the solutions
you need at a price you can handle.
To learn more about AT&T Community Central, visit att.com/govmobility
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ARCANE PROCESSES VERSUS
MODERN-DAY REALITIES
The modern procurement process
was born out of the civil service
movement that reformed government
contracting and hiring processes during
the transition from the 19th to the 20th
century. The goal of the procedure was
to help ensure accountability and transparency in how government awarded
contracts. The process had three
main objectives: to prevent corruption and therefore protect taxpayers
from fraud and abuse; to standardize
processes in order to allow government to take advantage of scale and
efficiency; and to ensure equality and
prevent discrimination against certain
groups like minority business owners.
These traditional procurement
policies, many of which are still in
play today, serve legitimate purposes.
They ensure the procurement process
remains open to the public and
makes government officials accountable for their purchasing decisions.

32

federal
/saysFormer
CTO Aneesh Chopra
public purchasing

FLICKR/WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM

or not they actually achieved the
outcomes they were looking for.”
There is no quick and easy solution
to government’s procurement struggles.
But years of shrinking budgets recently
have prompted many organizations
to devote more energy to improving
the process. The good news is, while
procurement reform is a long-standing
issue for all levels of government,
cities and counties may be in a unique
position to lead the evolution.
“Because local governments are
more streamlined, it’s often easier
for them to make decisions and to
move on an innovative path than it
is for states or the federal government,” said John Miri, who previously
served as director of e-government and
Web services for Texas. “Today, local
governments are in a great position
to help drive reform and encourage
more procurement innovation.”

should welcome
entrepreneurial ideas.

A built-in appeal and protest process
serves as a check-and-balance in
case the procedures aren’t carried
out effectively the ﬁrst time.
But the world that existed when
these government procurement
processes were introduced was
paper-based. Interactions were faceto-face and business was conducted
in brick-and-mortar buildings. Back
then, when a public procurement
officer put together a speciﬁcation,
the only discretionary part of the
process was determining who could
deliver the goods for the least cost.
“As long as the bidder was responsive to the speciﬁcation, and as long as
they had the capability of completing
it, it was just a matter of determining
the lowest price,” Petty said. “It was
a good process, but it begins to break
down in areas where you have to
evaluate something other than price.”
In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
the modern-day RFP procurement
method was introduced, opening the
door for factors other than price to
be considered in the decision-making
process. The concept of best value
allowed for more clariﬁcation and
multiple rounds of negotiations to

determine who could actually deliver
the best response to a need. Yet abuses
still occurred, and as they did, more
oversight requirements were added
and costs gradually increased.
“For years we’d oscillate the dial
one way or the other,” said Aneesh
Chopra, former federal CTO, who is
now a senior adviser of technology
strategy for the Advisory Board Co.
“The more we’d allow for innovative ideas, the more risk there was of
fraud or abuse. Over the years, these
additional tensions have been layered
on those fundamental tensions. If you
combine all of these, it leads to the
kind of broken system we have today.”
Perhaps the biggest challenge today
is that procurement’s ties to arcane
policies not only make the system
difficult to navigate, it also stiﬂes innovation and creativity. Because federal,
state and local governments fear bad
results, they write layers of regulations and rules around contracting,
which tends to scare off some of the IT
industry’s most innovative companies.
Not only can strict rules put a vendor
in a tough spot for proposing the best
solution, they also often don’t account
for rapid changes in technology.
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Tomorrow may bring a faster, cheaper
solution, but the vendor may ﬁnd
itself tied to what is suddenly an aging
technology without an option to change
course and employ something better.
“These policies serve a purpose, but
encouraging innovation is not one of
them,” Petty said. “Startups may have
great ideas and great technology, but
they’re not necessarily built to make
it through the procurement process.”
Instead, the procurement system
often favors large, entrenched vendors.
As a result, government may be missing
some of the most innovative solutions.

ENCOURAGING INNOVATION
Clearly, reforming procurement rules is necessary to enable
government to take advantage
of some of the innovative technology solutions available today.
“Buying technology requires
nimbleness and ﬂexibility,” said
David Gragan, senior procurement
executive of the federal Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau. “Using a
system that was designed to buy pens
to buy a complex item like a technology system just doesn’t work, and
that’s been proven over and over.”
Gragan says if agencies trust
complex IT procurements to traditional procurement professionals,
they will likely get poor results
because the long-standing position is that the tighter the speciﬁcation, the better the procurement.
“Almost the opposite is true when
you are asking people to invent a solution to a problem that’s never been
solved,” he said. “If we are asking
experts to help us solve complex problems using technology, then why don’t
we let them use their imaginations?”
“Traditional procurement works
best when acquiring commodity
goods,” agreed Petty. “If I wanted to buy
computers for everyone, it probably
makes sense to do that in bulk and

34

across the enterprise so we don’t have
variation in the product and lots of
unnecessary cost. However, if I am
building a customer-facing application like a website or digital service, I
might want a lot more creativity. Maybe
I’m not sure what I want on the front
end. I may want to iterate until I get
what I want. So I need a more ﬂexible vehicle to allow for innovation.”
“The basic principle is trying to
strike balance in a world where there
is no one-size-ﬁts-all,” added Chopra,
who is involved in a number of initiatives aimed at reforming procurement
at the federal level. “The key question is: Is there a way to adjust these
policy levers in order to get something
that better ﬁts the greater good?”

DESIGNING A BETTER WAY
Several local governments are
already leading the way. For example,
New York City initiated a major
procurement reform strategy under
former Mayor Michael Bloomberg
designed to reduce procurement cycle
times, improve customer service and
employ strategic sourcing to leverage
spending. The city set a goal of saving
$500 million over the next four years.
Today, New York City has too many
contracts that fragment its buying
power and force it to pay too much.
Managing those contracts also takes up
too much staff time. The city therefore introduced a strategic sourcing
initiative where procurements are
structured and managed to maximize
cost-effectiveness. The effort also
allows the city to identify opportunities to bundle similar contracts
together and use the increased
volume to negotiate lower prices.
In addition, New York launched a
Lean Six Sigma initiative to reduce the
typical procurement cycle, which can
last up to 14 months. Lean Six Sigma
focuses on every step in a process and
eliminates those that don’t add value.

/ 6 WAYS
TO SHAKE UP
PROCUREMENT
1 / JOIN A GROUP

Pooling resources, adopting standard
purchasing specs and issuing
cooperative bids using tools
like cooperative purchasing
agreements and master
contracts help drive
down costs and
improve results.

2 / TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

Find a way to test the technology before
deciding to invest, by working with a
vendor willing to conduct a pilot or a demonstration before the contract is awarded.

3 / BUSINESS FIRST,
TECHNOLOGY SECOND
Spend time looking at the
business problem that the
technology needs to
solve before issuing
a bid, and don’t box
yourself in to a
tech-only solution.

4 / MEET HALFWAY ON TERMS

Be willing to share some of the risks in
the contracting process in order to keep
innovative companies interested in bidding.

5 / THROW OUT THE RFP
Consider a simpler alternative to
a traditional RFP, like a one-page
problem statement.

6 / GET HELP

Getting some private-sector advice before
issuing a bid can ensure that you’re
asking for the newest and best technology.

September
March
20142013
// www.govtech.com
// www.govtech.com
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GETTING AHEAD
WITH GRANTS

The federal government alone offers billions of dollars each year in
IT grants that are often targeted to local governments.
But how can government agencies take advantage of these grants to
fund technology initiatives?
To answer this question, Government Technology, in partnership with
CDW•G, created a comprehensive, interactive grants guide and held
a complementary webinar. Download both for:
A list of technology grants by vertical
Tips on how to maximize your chances of being awarded grants
Best practices to managing grant funding for successful outcomes

Download the webinar archive at www.govtech.com/webinars/
Winning-Programs-A-Guide-to-Grants-for-Government.html
For a free download of the interactive grants guide, visit
http://govtech.com/CDWG_Grants_Guide

800.808.4239
CDWG.com/stateandlocal
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Using this approach, staff found
ways to reduce procurement cycle
times by roughly 25 percent.
On the other side of the country,
Palo Alto, Calif., is also trying to
slim down bloated procurement
processes. When CIO Jonathan
Reichental came on board in 2005,
he naturally expected to ﬁnd the city,
with its worldwide reputation as
a high-tech leader, to have a hightech government. What he found
was quite the opposite. Since then
Reichental, a former private-sector
CIO, has challenged the status quo,
using many lean startup ideas.
Before Reichental’s arrival,
Palo Alto had procured services
for an updated website that was
not well received. “People had
a lot of issues with it, so it was
eventually taken offline and many
months were spent rewriting code
and ﬁxing things,” he said.
When Reichental joined the
city, he examined the site and did
some quick work to bring it up to
par with other local governments
in the region. He then suggested
that Palo Alto adopt a lean startup
approach, rereleasing the site as a
beta and getting input and feedback
from residents before going live.
“We asked the public to try it and
tell us if they could ﬁnd what they
wanted and what was missing,” he
said. “It allowed us to use a low-risk
approach to get an enormous amount
of feedback before our big go-live.”
Reichental and other Palo Alto
officials were so happy with the results,
they have employed the lean approach
in a number of other instances,
allowing them to try out new ideas
while also speeding up the procurement and deployment processes.
“We are still at the beginning of this
journey,” Reichental said. “But even in
these early stages, it’s redeﬁning how
we operate. Palo Alto is a well-run city,

36

but we still tend to approach problems
with the typical government mentality
— study the problem, bring in consultants, present the information, etc.
Very deliberate and very long. With
the pace at which we live today, it’s
not the right approach and it doesn’t
meet citizen expectations.”

SHARING SERVICES
Oakland County, Mich., has been
sharing applications and technology
among its agencies for more than three
decades. A few years ago, officials
decided to formalize the process,
collaborating with the Southeast
Michigan Council of Governments and
the National Association of Counties to
launch an initiative that’s allowing the
partners to leverage a shared services
model into a national system available to America’s more than 3,000
counties, boroughs and parishes.

requirements or upfront costs, and
providing a centrally managed information system that reduces redundancy.
Oakland County launched its initiative in the midst of the Great Recession.
“We watched revenue streams
come to an end, and we lost 60,000
jobs in Oakland County alone in
2009,” said Phil Bertolini, the county’s
deputy executive and CIO. “We realized we needed to ﬁnd a way to share
technology, because none of us was
going to be able to do it alone.”
Today, the county provides three
applications to other governments that
consume them as a shared service.
“The economy may be better, but
many locals still can’t procure their
own technologies — they just don’t have
the resources,” Bertolini said. “If we
can procure them and allow others to
consume them, then that’s a great way
to help. And many governments like

“OUR OLD-FASHIONED

PROCUREMENT METHODS ARE
AT ODDS WITH INNOVATION.
The idea was that, through cloud
computing, Oakland County could
position its applications in cyberspace,
making them available to other government agencies regardless of size, budget
or resources. Dubbed G2G Cloud
Solutions, the initiative is essentially
a government-to-government cloud
that, with the help of private-sector
partners, provides computing services
to other counties and cities using a
cloud platform. The initiative therefore creates an opportunity for those
local governments to use technology
that may otherwise not be within
their reach, eliminating infrastructure

to consume from other governments
because there’s a level of understanding
of what we do. The value add for
us is that it lowers our costs too.”
Bertolini said the biggest obstacle
they’ve encountered so far is software licensing. The county regularly
purchases enterprise licenses, but many
of these licenses don’t permit sharing
outside the enterprise. The county,
however, has successfully renegotiated some of the license agreements.
“We try to make sure the vendor
understands what we’re doing, and I
think most of them are now starting to
ﬁgure it out,” Bertolini said. “With the
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STAY A STEP
AHEAD OF CRIME

WITH MOTOROLA’S REAL-TIME CRIME CENTER SOLUTION...
Cities are being inundated with data ﬂowing in from an overwhelming number of sources.
Be it citizens sharing high-resolution images from their smartphones to city-wide cameras
streaming in surveillance video. Motorola’s Real-Time Crime Center solution seamlessly
integrates your existing systems and provides one operational view.
Learn how you can shorten response times and enhance ﬁrst responder capabilities by visiting:

motorolasolutions.com/rtcc
MOTOROLA, MOTO, MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the Stylized M Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC
and are used under license. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2014 Motorola Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
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advent of cloud computing, they really
have no choice but to create a shared
services cloud consumption model.”
The next step for Oakland County
is to further involve the private sector
through the launch of the new G2G
Marketplace. The marketplace will
let government agencies quickly
procure technologies from a number
of companies that have already been
vetted and whose products or services
have already been competitively bid.
“We are doing the due diligence to
make sure each of the companies is the
right ﬁt,” said Bertolini. “We are hoping
this will lower the costs of the technologies and provide well vetted solutions
for other government agencies to use.”
Bertolini believes shared services
solutions like G2G Cloud Solutions and G2G Marketplace can
help local governments procure
innovative technologies faster.
“Local government is where the
rubber meets the road,” he said.
“Perhaps it’s the locals’ job to be
innovative when it comes to procurement, but I would love to see local,
state and federal combine on a task
force to address these issues. Imagine
a federal government agency buying
a health and human services system,
for example, and then allowing a
local government to tag onto it. The
economies of scale would be huge.”

TAKING A TEST DRIVE
Philadelphia recently launched a
new program that encourages entrepreneurs to work with the city to
identify community problems and
develop innovative solutions. Called
FastFWD, the program is expected to
address existing problems with the
city’s RFP process, such as the lack
of early engagement with vendors
that can lead to limited solutions.
FastFWD lets the city incubate new
startups and run pilot programs before
committing to launching a full-scale
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project. For instance, 10 entrepreneurs
will be selected to participate in a
12-week program to develop innovative projects around public safety
challenges, with the eventual goal of
awarding contracts to several of the
projects developed during the program.
The initiative should help manage
procurement risk, since Philadelphia
will have the chance to pilot technologies on a small scale before deploying
them more broadly. In doing so, the
city hopes to save money and beneﬁt
from more innovative technology.
“FastFWD is interesting because
it allows for a tremendous amount
of innovation,” Petty said. “I think
that will give the city some signiﬁcant breakthrough solutions as
opposed to asking those of us who
have been wrestling with a problem
in government to identify the solution and then contract for it.”
Petty said the program also
should help Philadelphia feel more
comfortable about investing in IT
because the vendor has been involved
since the inception and the solution that the city is procuring is
tailored speciﬁcally to its problem.

BEST PRACTICES
In December 2013, the IJIS Institute — a nonproﬁt organization that
focuses on mission-critical information sharing for justice, public safety
and homeland security — released its
latest procurement report, Strategies
for Procurement Innovation and Reform.
The report, developed by the institute’s
Procurement Innovation Task Force,
underlined the importance of government procurement reform efforts.
“There has probably never been a
time when management of the procurement process has been so important,”
said Bob Shumate, member emeritus of
the IJIS Institute and one of the project
leaders. “With technology evolving at
an ever-increasing pace and shrinking

public budgets, existing procurement
practices for technology projects no
longer meet today’s requirements.”
Given the need for change,
experts have several suggestions
for helping make local government procurement more ﬂexible
and receptive to innovation.

IMPLEMENT COOPERATIVE
PURCHASING AGREEMENTS
In the early 1990s, the Western States
Contracting Alliance (WSCA) was
formed as a government procurement
cooperative. Initially involving 14 small
states, the cooperative let them pool
their resources, adopt standard speciﬁcations for purchasing certain products,
and then issue cooperative bids.
“WSCA was a huge step forward for
government procurement, and it turned
out to be a big success,” Petty said.
“There were two key drivers of that.
The ﬁrst was pricing because the states
were able to aggregate volume and
drive down the price. The smaller states
couldn’t get that pricing on their own.
The other driver was that they pooled
their resources to put out the award.
They got a better product because
their procurement specs were better.”
Since then, the WSCA has grown
tremendously, and today its cooperative purchasing model also beneﬁts
cities, counties, public schools,
higher education institutions and
other eligible entities. Petty said such
cooperative purchasing efforts offer a
signiﬁcant upside, especially when it
comes to cloud computing initiatives.
“The cooperative purchasing model
is really about scale,” he said. “There
is a value proposition that comes out
of cloud computing, and there is a
value proposition that comes out of
aggregating your volume through
cooperative purchasing. That same
notion of scale works in both, so those
two things will become very compatible as we head into the future.”
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Built Speciﬁcally for City and County Governments
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Simplify local government payment processing with NIC Services. Our
Level 1 PCI compliant payment engine offers a single repository for all
electronic transactions. NIC Services helps you quickly deliver secure
electronic payment solutions across multiple channels:
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Phone

POS

Mobile

Kiosks

Recurring

Real-Time Reconciliations

Level 1 PCI Compliant Provider

Conﬁgurable Payment Screens

Seamless Integration

Hierarchy-Driven Reporting

3,500+ Government Agency Users

GET IN TOUCH
Barbara Brinson
317-234-5957
bbrinson@egov.com
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Such cooperative agreements help
jurisdictions that simply don’t have the
funding or expertise to purchase technology on their own. Master contracts
are another approach that can leverage
the idea of cooperative purchasing and
speed up government procurements.
“Not everyone needs to do their own
individual procurement for everything,” Miri said. “Master contracts
can satisfy procurement rules, reduce
the number of vendors involved and
qualify the vendors. Then once the
master contracts are in place, it really
speeds up the purchasing process.”

CAPITALIZE ON PILOTS AND RFDs
Under traditional procurement
rules, conducting a pilot with a vendor
often precludes it from bidding on
the actual project. That stipulation
in some cases discourages government agencies from conducting pilots.

proposed technology is demonstrated
during the procurement process,
simulating how an agency’s problem
would be solved using actual data and
allowing the government customer to
“see and touch” the proposed solution.
This could also allow the agency to
write broader requirements, Miri said.
“You wouldn’t need to have 5,000page RFOs [requests for offers] because
you would be able to put your hands
on and see some of the technology.”

SOLVE BUSINESS PROBLEMS FIRST
Traditional RFP processes don’t
encourage early engagement with
vendors, which can limit what
companies or entrepreneurs create.
Worse, the RFP often prescribes a
solution, so there’s no opportunity
for an entrepreneur or innovator to
ensure that the agency is deﬁning
the problem correctly.

“USING A SYSTEM THAT WAS

DESIGNED TO BUY PENS TO BUY A
COMPLEX ITEM ... DOESN’T WORK.
Allowing innovation to ﬂourish may
require government agencies to ﬁgure
out a way to run pilots and tests of
technology earlier, or to work that
process into the procurement.
“Government agencies need to
incorporate pilots into the procurement process itself,” said Miri. “Instead
of conducting a pilot before you
start the procurement, the pilot is a
phase of the procurement, so privatesector companies can participate
in it without violating any rules.”
A request for demonstration (RFD)
is a similar approach, wherein the
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According to Strategies for Procurement Innovation and Reform, “Many
of the practices that still exist today
evolved from efforts to reduce collusion and corruption in the procurement cycle. While this continues to
remain one of the goals of the system
technology, successful procurements
demand a different approach. It is not
cost effective to create an adversarial
relationship between the buyer and
the seller by encouraging arm’s-length
relationships throughout the process.”
In addition, traditional RFPs often
prevent vendors and customers from

adjusting projects as new needs
are discovered.
“Jurisdictions may not fully
understand their business requirements when an RFP is drawn up,”
Petty said, “but contractors often
can’t deviate from the scope of the
RFP once the contract is awarded.”
This can result in a situation similar
to the one outlined in the introduction
of this Digital Communities report.
“Sometimes government doesn’t
really understand what its needs
are, we don’t articulate them well,
and we don’t understand what the
best technical response is,” Petty
said. “That’s a big problem when it
comes to IT procurement because
we are trying to apply IT to business
processes that we don’t understand.”
“Too often people on the business
side will turn to their technology counterpart and say, ‘Just ﬁx this,’” added
Miri. “The business side of the agency
is not really engaged in the process.
And even if they are, they aren’t putting
on the table the option that the business process might need to change.”
Both Petty and Miri suggest
that agencies in some cases invite a
proposal that gets a vendor involved
earlier in the process and examines the entire business process to
determine the best course of action
in ultimately solving the problem.
“Agencies need to start coming
into the process saying, ‘Not only
are we willing to change processes
on the business side, but our goal is
to achieve a business objective. So
we’ll do a combination of adding
new tools, changing processes,
adding training, maybe adding new
staff,’” Miri said. “When you have all
those options on the table and you
are working in a true partnership
between business and technology, not
only can you do innovative procurements, but you can buy things for
orders of magnitude less money.”
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Team up with Sprint for the network, expertise and solutions your agency needs.
The challenge to exceed last year’s performance with this year’s tighter budget is expected in government.
That’s why Sprint works with you to stretch your tech dollars and enable a completely connected workforce.
So you can increase productivity and automate labor-intensive processes on the latest Sprint devices — like
the Samsung Galaxy Tab® 3. And with Sprint® Direct Connect®, communicating with co-workers happens
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1-866-815-2229 | sprint.com/flag
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REVISE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
It’s no secret that there is a
signiﬁcant conﬂict between industry
and public jurisdictions when it
comes to terms and conditions
like indemniﬁcation, limitations of
liability, intellectual property and
warranty provisions that tend to
push project risks onto the vendor.
“That’s really where the tension
between dynamic evolution in the
IT world runs up against reactive evolution in the procurement
world,” Petty said. “We are trying to
make everything bulletproof, and
what’s happening in some cases is
vendors simply aren’t competing.
Those that do compete may not have
the wherewithal in the event that a
default triggers some of those provisions that are so draconian anyway.”
When Petty was CIO of Oregon,
he took on a mission to negotiate new
terms and conditions that apply more
appropriately to IT procurements. In
January 2009, Oregon’s Department of
Administrative Services State Procurement Office and the CIO Council created
a state task force made up of agency
stakeholders and the industry group
TechAmerica. The task force explored
terms and conditions commonly used
for IT agreements, and discussed alternative strategies to solicit, negotiate
and administer IT contracts. Eventually
they agreed on more than 100 proposed
revisions to Oregon’s IT contract terms
and conditions.
“The state backed down its efforts
to place all responsibility on the
contractor to make it more in sync with
what was going on in the marketplace,”
said Petty. “That’s a key component
that has to continue to evolve because
even if you get great solutions coming
out of innovative processes, you still
have to write a contract between a
jurisdiction and a supplier. If you
can’t come to an agreement on those
things, you have a big problem.”
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Petty said getting there requires
both sides to work together. “You
have to create a dialog between
industry and the public. In some
cases, it will involve elected officials
helping resolve some of those rules.”

OPEN UP THE POSSIBILITIES
“There is an enormous barrier to
entry to working with government, no
matter whether you are a big company
or a small company,” said Chopra. “The
procurement function should be more
open to business and more accessible.”
Chopra suggests government
explore the potential of abandoning
the existing RFP templates in favor
of a one-page problem statement.
“We simply say, ‘Here is our
problem, we want the most brilliant
solutions out there, and then we are
going to let you ﬂy,’” he said. “We’d
still protect the integrity of the public
dollar, but we’d ﬁgure out a way to let
the private sector be inventive. Clearly
none of us are satisﬁed that procurement as it exists today delivers optimal
results when it comes to technology.
Why not let the public money fund
entrepreneurial ideas that might
prove to be the new way to govern?”

ASK THE PRIVATE SECTOR FOR HELP
Numerous third-party companies
are available to help government
agencies manage procurement
issues. These companies can
educate agencies and bring them
up to date on current trends before
they get too far down the road.
“It’s common that requirements
in government procurements can be
out of date, asking for things the way
they used to be done rather than the
way they are done today,” Miri said.
“In those cases, the vendor has very
limited ability to raise that issue and
as a result, many just won’t bid.”
Local governments might consider
conferring with a third-party orga-

nization before they launch a new
technology procurement. Asking such
organizations questions like “What
is the state of the art?” or “How is
this type of problem handled in the
private sector?” may ultimately save
the agency time and money and
result in a better procurement.

IT’S TIME FOR CHANGE
As the costs of procurement within
the public sector continue to rise, it
has become critically important to
examine ways to introduce reform and
innovation. Technology is advancing
rapidly, while prices are dropping.
It’s now easier than ever for government agencies to capitalize on innovative solutions, yet in most cases,
they are not taking advantage of it.
“Procurement is making some
progress, but it still is probably one
of the single biggest barriers to innovation in government,” Miri said.
It won’t be easy, but government
must continue to push the envelope to
encourage an approach that enables it
to strike a balance between allowing
innovation and preventing corruption.
Richard Pennington, who previously served as a Colorado state
purchasing director and director of
the Colorado Division of Finance
and Procurement, released a book
in 2013 titled Seeing Excellence:
Learning from Great Procurement Teams. The book examines
skills and behaviors necessary for
government procurement teams to
succeed. Pennington suggests that,
no matter where you start, some
kind of action is better than none.
“Public procurement is one of
the most hidden and misunderstood
functions in all of government,”
said Pennington in the book. “Your
organization’s approaches may vary.
But most importantly, get started
using an approach to continuously
learning and getting better.”
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DAVID KIDD

BUILDING
21ST-CENTURY
COMMUNITIES

Digital Communities are real places that understand and value the transformative power of broadband connectivity, core computing
technologies and interoperable applications to improve the way government conducts business and interacts with citizens. The
Digital Communities Program showcases solutions from leading technology companies that are specifically designed for communities
and local governments that want to exceed the expectations of their citizens. In addition, the program provides a collaboration
forum where community officials discover and share emerging best practices and innovative community technology deployments.
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SYMANTEC

desktops, ﬁles and data loss — but there’s a
constant need for improvement in an area
like this. To work towards more signiﬁcant
security measures, we developed standards
and determined there were certain areas
of threat potential we needed to focus on
more intently.”

WIKIPEDIA.ORG

Symantec’s customized interactive security
awareness training helps the Westchester
County Department of IT detect and prevent
security threats through best practices and
effective tools.

/ GUARDING THE DOOR:
SYMANTEC DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING FIGHTS WEB THREATS
Blocking Internet thieves from government portals requires an onslaught of preventative
measures, but a good ﬁrst step is savvy coding. At an agency’s request, Symantec created an
interactive application security training to help developers proactively protect data.
Westchester County’s potential online
threats include those of every public and
private entity — spam, phishing, viruses,
SQL injections — and the responsibility for
protecting government agencies and the
general public against those threats lies
squarely on the county’s Department of
Information Technology (DoIT).
CIO John McCaffrey says, “We do
everything to protect the perimeter, servers,

estchester County, N.Y., is one of
the most affluent counties in the
U.S., a suburban haven for Manhattan
commuters, blue-chip ﬁrms like PepsiCo
and IBM, and devotees of golf and sailing.
Looking at this bustling, peaceful place
from the outside, you probably wouldn’t
consider it a hot target for Internet attacks
— but like almost any enterprise today
with a public proﬁle, it is.

W
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SAVVY CODING, SECURE DATA
Last year, Westchester was named one of
the top 10 digital counties in the country by
the Center for Digital Government, and the
National Association of Counties recognized
the county for demonstrated excellence in
online access, security and continuity.
Behind the scenes, driving much of
that excellence is a team of approximately
60 developers in ﬁve teams who create
hundreds of applications to support the
criminal justice, health and human services,
legal, physical facilities, parks and transportation departments. Scott Fernqvist, special
assistant to the CIO of Westchester County,
says, “We put an emphasis on building up
an internal knowledge base and levels of
expertise — we don’t rely as heavily on
off-the-shelf products compared to many
other counties across the United States.”
But the ﬂip side of supporting these
public entities is simply protecting them
from harm, given ever-evolving methods
of stealing digital data. Fernqvist says,
“The quantity and diversity of apps that we
develop and manage means we deal with
quite a bit of sensitive or personal information. Educating our developers about how
to develop apps more securely from the
get-go is a key part of our strategy.”
In the spirit of preventing problems
before they arise, Westchester turned to
Symantec, whose portfolio of solutions
helps federal, state and local government
access, manage and secure information.
Together, Symantec and the Westchester IT
team created something new to both — an
interactive security awareness training to
teach developers how to head problems
off at the pass through best practices and
effective tools. Once commissioned, the
two-hour training session for Westchester’s
IT management and development teams
took only two weeks for Symantec
to develop.
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WEB APPLICATION SECURITY TRAINING HIGHLIGHTS

CLOSING THE LOOPHOLE
Symantec Systems Engineer Bob Lerner
says the Westchester training showed developers how to better achieve their security
goals — and taught the consequences of
leaving critical verbiage out of coding.
“Often, developers don’t code against
vulnerabilities because they think it will
just take too much time. We showed
Westchester’s developers how to code and
test against actual threats with inexpensive
tools they weren’t always aware of,” says
Lerner. “It opened their eyes and showed
them it doesn’t take much time to limit
the loophole as you write code. The result
protects the public interest and creates a
better user experience at the same time.”

Symantec’s training for Westchester County’s Department of IT comprised information and methods to
strengthen developers’ knowledge around defensive coding. Highlights included:
Secure Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Overview
A secure SDLC is a process to design, develop and deploy software in a secure manner. Every secure
SDLC implementation is different, but certain essential components should always be included, such as:
• Developer security training
• Threat modeling
• Security architecture and design review
• Secure coding standards
• Secure code review (static analysis)
• Penetration testing (dynamic analysis)
• Integrating security as early as possible within the development lifecycle
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Overview
• OWASP is the Open Web Application Security Project (www.owasp.org).
• The OWASP WebGoat Project is a deliberately insecure Web application that demonstrates common
Web application vulnerabilities.
• The OWASP Top Ten Project is a continually evolving discussion of the most critical security risks
within Web applications. Vulnerabilities within this presentation were organized according to the
OWASP Top Ten 2013 (www.owasp.org/index.php/Top 10_2013).

ENVIRONMENTAL UNDERSTANDING,
TAILORED APPROACH
Symantec’s approach to service —
whether it be installation, implementation
or training — always begins with a thorough
grounding in a client’s environment.
CIO McCaffrey says, “This training did
not take a template approach — it was done
with a speciﬁc understanding of our environment and applying that. Symantec really
spent the time with us to evaluate how
we operated and what we needed before
tailoring the program. They said, ‘This is
what we think the county needs. Can we
show you how to reach that goal? Sure
we can. Here’s how.’ The course has been
great for getting up to speed on some of the
threats out there, learning about the tools
to combat them and how to stay on top
of vulnerabilities.”
John Tarpey, Westchester’s assistant
CIO for infrastructure, adds, “We appreciated Symantec’s ability to respond to our
particular needs and customize the presentation. For example, we explained to them

that we have a very speciﬁc development
environment — teams that don’t normally
collaborate, working with multiple
languages. Symantec included pertinent
examples so that all of our developers
would get relevant information.”
COST SAVINGS, ECONOMIES OF SCALE
Westchester County Executive Rob
Astorino has created an initiative to save
taxpayer dollars through sharing services,
expertise and resources. Using the
county’s cooperative purchasing program,
governments, schools and special districts
can piggyback onto existing contracts
and save on competitive bidding costs.

“Another feature of our agreement with
Symantec allows us to offer their services
and products to other municipalities
and entities here at the same price the
county receives. They can beneﬁt from our
contract through economies of scale … ,”
says McCaffrey.
Symantec’s Lerner concludes,
“We’re always willing to partner with
customers to deliver value outside the
products they purchase, because we want
to make sure they receive a good return
on investment. We’re more than just a
vendor — we’re educators on security
best practices, and we have our customers’
best interests at heart.”

Symantec is a global leader in providing security, storage and systems management solutions to help
consumers and organizations secure and manage their information-driven world. Our software and
services protect against more risks at more points, more completely and efﬁciently, enabling conﬁdence
wherever information is used or stored.
© 2014 e.Republic. All rights reserved.
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SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

MCAFEE

/ MCAFEE HELPS COLORADO ADOPT
NEW RULES FOR TIGHTER CYBERSECURITY
budget available. As things stood, the
great majority of time and resources were
spent on complying with regulations such
as PCI and HIPAA. Trull wanted to turn
that resource allocation on its head.
“Instead of focusing 80 percent of
our time on compliance tasks and 20
percent on what I felt was real security
risk improvement, the idea was to ﬂip that
and — while complying with regulations
— spend 80 percent of our time using technical resources that are most effective in
stopping information from being compromised,” says Trull. “I knew if I could get
the money and the tools, I could achieve
greater risk reduction.”
After successfully convincing the
executive and legislative branches to
provide funds to beef up security, Trull

hen Jonathan Trull took on a
new position as chief information
security officer (CISO) for the Governor’s
Office of Information Technology (OIT)
in Colorado, he inherited some challenges
— starting with funding shortfalls and
overly burdensome security controls.
“I came into the job with a $6,000
budget for IT security for the whole
state,” says Trull of the big task he took
on in 2012, after serving for years as
Colorado’s deputy state auditor.
But the lack of dollars was only part of
the difficulty in revamping the governor’s
IT security department. Also problematic
was the existing security control framework — the NIST 800-53, a long document with guidelines that were tough to
fully implement given the OIT staff and

W
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started looking for toolsets to help him
accomplish his goals.
“From my position, what I seek more
than anything is situational awareness
in real time. I want to know the current
state of my systems, who’s attacking them,
how and what their level of compliance
is with our security conﬁguration. What I
needed was a way to roll up that collected
information into one pane of glass,” says
Trull. “Honestly, the only product I found
that met all of my criteria and allowed
that data to seamlessly integrate into one
dashboard was McAfee.”
His decision to engage McAfee products and personnel meant successful
deployment of streamlined controls and
better practices that make the state safer
from cyber attacks.
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TACKLING THE SANS INSTITUTE SECURITY CONTROLS

FOLLOWING CUSTOMER NEED
OIT adopted the Sans Institute Top 20
Critical Security Controls as its new structure for 90 percent of the state’s IT security,
starting with the ﬁrst ﬁve controls. The
McAfee team inventoried the technologies
they already had, then made a grid showing
gaps and what needed to be done to move
the project towards the customer’s goal.
A deal was struck — a 50/50 combo
plate of products and three years of
on-site professional consultation. The
contract also included McAfee’s ﬂexible
product licensing. The state of Colorado
selected technology comprised of 15
products to address the Sans Top 20
Critical Security Controls and its security
project goals. OIT wasn’t ready to
implement and/or use all of the tools
on day one, but the deal structured by
McAfee made the decision easy and OIT
knew all of the tools would eventually be
needed as the project progressed.
“We went full in with McAfee to implement the ﬁrst ﬁve Sans Institute controls,
which are heavy lifts in themselves,” Trull
says. “I wanted to ensure that we were
in this together. The goal was to achieve
the ﬁve controls within the timeframe we
wanted — to really get the ball rolling, get
the hardware and networking installed
and build the human processes into these
tools. I pushed them hard. The timeline
was very, very difficult, but it worked.”

Using McAfee technologies, OIT implemented the ﬁrst ﬁve Sans Institute Top 20 Critical Security
Controls, which included:
1. Inventory of all network devices, both authorized and unauthorized, removing unauthorized
devices within 48 hours of discovery. McAfee Vulnerability Manager, Asset Manager, Rogue System
Detection and ePO are used to discover systems on the network and maintain an asset inventory.
2. Inventory of all authorized and unauthorized software, the latter including media players,
peer-to-peer and malicious software. McAfee Application Control is used to control which
applications are allowed to run on servers and workstations, and brings a full inventory of
existing programs back to McAfee ePO. In ePO, the risk of all the programs is provided based
on Application Reputation from McAfee Global Threat Intelligence.
3. Establishing secure standard conﬁguration of devices, using Center for Internet Standards
benchmarks via McAfee Application Control and Policy Auditor.
4. Vulnerability remediation assessment, using McAfee MVM to scan the perimeter and
internal servers, and McAfee Policy Auditor Scanner for endpoints.
5. Malware defense, using McAfee Virus Scan engine on endpoints and McAfee Point Gateway
to block sites known to deliver malicious payloads.

implement, which can be frustrating. But
when you have a couple of incidents that
are stressful and costly and can be seen
as an embarrassment, you have to make
that tradeoff.”
Sometimes, however, part of the threat
to IT isn’t just hackers from the outside —
it’s end users who inadvertently put IT
at risk from the inside.
“End users are a constant challenge for
security. People are unpredictable. You
can train people to do the right thing — to
not click on a link or download something,
or not store sensitive data on USB drives
they get at parties — but unfortunately,
end users unintentionally ﬁnd ways to
circumvent security,” says Trull.
Musing that the only way to truly
secure a computer is to unplug it and
encase it in concrete, Trull says the
better alternative is McAfee.

ATTACKS FROM THE OUTSIDE,
VULNERABILITIES FROM THE INSIDE
With a game plan in place, OIT
can focus on execution and staving off
ongoing threats — a task that seems to
redouble every year as criminals get more
innovative about pilfering information.
Trull mentions phishing and social
engineering as the most common and
challenging attacks against the state.
He says, “Usually, the more creative
the attacks, the more controls we must

BETTER INFORMATION AIDS
BETTER DECISION-MAKING
McAfee’s E-Policy Orchestrator (ePO)
enables the team to administer everything
from virus scans to the agent that pulls

inventory for software and more. It’s the
central nervous system that ensures everything is working and that critical data is
ﬂowing in from every vertical source.
“The Enterprise Security Manager
SIEM is the aggregator and correlator of
all of that data,” Trull says. “Whatever
threats, whatever viruses that hit us feed
up into it through the network intrusion prevention system, IPS intrusion
system sensors, ﬁrewalls or vulnerability
manager. The SIEM helps us make sense
of it all and make better decisions.”
Once identiﬁed, those threats require
immediate remediation. In the past, there
were high, medium and low vulnerabilities,
and OIT tried to patch everything. Now,
if the SIEM identiﬁes something as a high
vulnerability, OIT knows there is an active
threat against it and the threat rises to the
top of the team’s remediation efforts.
“The McAfee tools help us with situational awareness, key decision-making,
allocation of resources, and — very
importantly — helping us decide where we
spend our precious time. I’m extremely
satisﬁed,” concludes Trull.

For more information, visit www.mcafee.com/us/products/enterprise-security-manager.aspx
or read the brochure, “Focus on 5 SIEM Requirements,” at www.mcafee.com/us/resources/
brochures/br-focus-on-ﬁve-siem-requirements.pdf.
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CASE STUDY /

AT&T

/ WIRELESS REPORTING TAKES PAIN
(AND WAIT) OUT OF VOTING

FLICKR

In Hennepin County, it now takes
less than an hour to receive the
results from an election due to
wireless reporting.

pushing a boulder uphill: removing memory
cards from voting machines, dropping them
off at collection sites, transmitting that data
to county offices, uploading it from memory
packs, and counting and publishing the
results. When multiplied by 400 — the
number of voting precincts in Hennepin
— it was a slow, laborious way to conduct
democracy’s most essential activity.
Hennepin County Elections Manager
Ginny Gelms says, “We deﬁnitely needed
a faster, more efficient way to get those
results up on election night.”

n Hennepin County, Minn., and Oakland
County, Mich., wireless voting via the
AT&T network has brought speed, efficiency and accuracy to elections — another
illustration of how mobility and machineto-machine (M2M) technology help
governments bring superior services and
communication to constituents. As more
jurisdictions in the U.S. replace antiquated
voting machinery with models that permit
wireless reporting (a response to the
“hanging chad” nightmare of the 2002
presidential election and ensuing Help
America Vote Act), accuracy and speed
will become the standard — something
increasingly demanded by the public.

I

INSTANT REPORTING – A TURNKEY OPERATION
Since adopting wireless reporting, the
county has freed itself from the encumbrance of physically transporting election
data, though, from a voter’s perspective,
things probably don’t seem much different.
Paper ballots are still ﬁlled out in a voting
booth and fed into voting machines, but

HENNEPIN COUNTY: RAISING THE
BAR IN THE ELECTION PROCESS
Prior to Hennepin County’s adoption of
wireless reporting technology, compiling
election results required the equivalent of

48

after polls close, election judges turn a key
on the machine which triggers a paper
printout of precinct results. With the
press of a button, that data is then sent
to Hennepin County servers by AT&T’s
cellular network. Data is pulled off the
server and loaded onto the county website.
From last vote to public notiﬁcation, it takes
an average of 6 to 60 minutes.
“Most people probably don’t notice that
we’re transmitting wirelessly,” Gelms says,
“but they do notice we somehow magically
get the numbers up a lot faster than we
used to.” She says the only downside is the
technology’s dampening effect on the traditional election party. Whereas candidates
and supporters used to spend a few tense
but festive hours waiting for results, now
results are in and published before they
have the chance to pick up a canapé.
“Wireless reporting has raised the bar,”
she says. “This kind of speed is now the
new normal. But it would be unimaginable
without AT&T’s technology.”
OAKLAND COUNTY:
MODELING ELECTION EXCELLENCE
Lying to the northwest of Detroit,
Oakland County’s 62 villages, cities
and townships are composed of urban,
suburban and rural landscapes.
Whether coping with an onslaught of
votes from its densely populated cities or
waiting for tiny numbers from small rural
towns to trickle in, the county was hampered
by old voting technology that relied on
transporting memory cards from 600 voting
precincts to collection sites and submitting
that data via land lines to county offices.
Joe Rozell, director of elections, says,
“Even when the county received results, it
was labor intensive. Each piece of data had
to be placed in the right group in the right
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ADVERTISEMENT

database before publishing. We have 600
precincts, so it took a long time to compile
the results.”
Oakland County adopted wireless
reporting through AT&T in 2012 — the ﬁrst
of its kind in Michigan — and has experienced three successful elections using the
technology. They’ve received an overwhelming positive response for the new
process from candidates, elected officials,
the public and media. In November 2013,
an election involving 300 precincts closed
voting at 8:00 p.m. and was able to post 100
percent of results by 8:15 p.m.
“Our stakeholders are pleased with the
faster turnaround,” says Rozell. “It requires
fewer personnel, and our county staff isn’t
waiting around all night to get information.
A lot of newspapers have run stories saying
Oakland County is a model other election departments should follow. It’s really
thrust us into the spotlight.”

wirelessly — nurses, tax assessors, restaurant inspectors. But you have to have good
connectivity available to be able to do that.”
Bertolini says the real issue everyone
has around mobility boils down to access,
pointing out that all county functions —
including elections — require a network
that covers the majority of its physical
area, so that different provider cards aren’t
needed for employee devices in disparate
jurisdictions.
“We’re working with AT&T because
they have enough coverage that even the

greater trust that the election has gone
smoothly and things are as they should be.”
EFFECTIVE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
WITH NEXT-GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES
Encouraged by the effectiveness of
wireless reporting, Oakland County is now
using electronic poll books rather than the
old green-bar paper registers, and updating
voter records with ﬂash drives rather than
scanning and sorting through voluminous
paper records. The county is also exploring
mobile training solutions that would spare

“If you want transparency in the voting
process and accurate data coming in, the
best way to achieve that is for computers to
talk to computers.”
Phil Bertolini, Oakland County CIO and Deputy County Executive

RAPID RESULTS, ABSOLUTE ACCURACY
While election officials are primarily
interested in voting accuracy, more and
more they’re judged by how fast they
deliver election results to the public.
Phil Bertolini, Oakland County CIO and
deputy county executive, says, “If you want
transparency in the voting process and accurate data coming in, the best way to achieve
that is for computers to talk to computers.
It’s instantaneous — it gets veriﬁed and validated, and put onto the website. It removes
that extra complexity of human interaction
that doesn’t really need to be there.”
Hennepin County’s Gelms agrees,
“Wireless reporting is great because it
combines both speed and accuracy. The
numbers recorded by that voting machine
are the numbers that go up on the Web. We
ﬁnd that, among constituents, it generates

poll workers from sitting through hours of
training at a central location.
Mobility increasingly drives the county’s
decision-making. During the 2012 presidential election, the county had 125,000
unique page views on Election Day — a full
41 percent from mobile devices. Oakland
County foresees a future where most
government jobs involve mobility.
Bertolini says, “Mobile devices have
been outselling PCs since 2010, so the
whole ratio of mobile to PC use is going
to ﬂip — and ﬂip soon. There’s a whole
generation of people today who won’t ever
use a PC. Our county website has 21,000
pages and 70 services, all mobility enabled.
Our ﬁeld workers will all soon report

most remote polling places can report in
the elections quickly and securely,” he
says. “They work with our people to make
sure everything goes off without a hitch —
because as we all know, on election night,
you only get one shot.”
“The efficiency, accuracy and time
saved in the election process make this a
great example of how M2M applications
can be leveraged by our customers to
simplify and streamline data collection,”
says Roger Blake, AT&T regional vice
president. “Government is increasingly
using the mobile data network to present
vital information faster to citizens. It’s
a dynamic, ever-expanding pathway to
citizen engagement.”

For more information, visit www.att.com/stateandlocal
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HIGHTECH
HEALTH

KYNDELL HARKNESS

Minneapolis
physician Rajiv Shah
shows off his MyMeds
app, which reminds
patients to take their
medications.

By Justine Brown / Contributing Writer

T

he inﬁltration of digital devices
over the last decade radically
altered how people communicate
with one another and the world
around them. But health was
one area largely unaffected by the digital
revolution. In fact, health care remained
relatively unchanged from a regulatory
and technology perspective for decades.
But today, many aspects of health care
are changing — and changing fast. While

50

health-care policy changes make headline
news on a daily basis, a signiﬁcant technological evolution is taking place as well. A
combination of factors, like the release of
data by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (which has helped drive
innovation in health-related apps), as well
as the availability of biosensors, genome
sequencing and imaging capabilities, are
ﬁnally allowing technology to transform
the delivery of health-care services.

According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, more than 75
percent of U.S. health-care costs are due
to chronic, preventable conditions. As
a result, signiﬁcant attention is being
paid to how technology can help people
with such diseases manage them more
efficiently, as well as encourage them
to make healthier lifestyle choices.
“It’s not just about applying technology
to medicine; it’s about applying technology in the right areas,” said Jonathan
Reichental, CIO of Palo Alto, Calif. “A ﬂu
shot doesn’t cost much. The big things
suck up most of the cost. Fortunately
technology can have a practical impact on
prevention and disease management.”
For example, rather than making regular
office visits to manage a chronic disease,
patients can use portable devices to monitor
their vital signs, take tests at home and
perform many tasks. Doctors can remotely
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KYNDELL HARKNESS

and continuously monitor heartbeats, blood
pressure, the rate and depth of breathing,
body temperature, oxygen concentration in
the blood, glucose, brain waves and activity.
“There’s a great need to be more
involved in what happens when patients
are not seeing us, because a lot of health
outcomes are related to patient behavior,”
said Shivan Mehta, director of operations
at the Penn Medicine Center for HealthCare Innovation. “These technologies are
ﬁnally allowing us to ask, ‘How do we go
beyond the traditional health-care delivery
system and make an impact when patients
are not in our offices?’ The proliferation
of new technologies makes it a lot easier
for us to connect with them. We no longer
have to rely on a letter or an email.”
At Penn, this concept is called
“connected health.” Tools like patient
portals, mobile technologies, text
messages, apps and remote monitoring
let patients communicate with doctors
either actively or passively. Penn is
even testing technology that measures
whether patients open their pill bottles.
“We’re working to improve medication adherence for patients that have
had a heart attack,” said Mehta. “Patients
that have heart attacks are not taking the
meds they are supposed to. The adherence rate has been found to be less than
50 percent. We can spend a lot of money
on all these things — but if people don’t
take their medication, it doesn’t matter.”
Studies show that patients who don’t
take their medication
following a heart attack
are much likelier to have
another cardiac event or
require a return visit to
the hospital. To improve
the adherence rate, Penn
is using a remote, Webbased monitoring platform and behavioral
economic principles to
improve patient outcomes.
Patients who are part of the
study get remote moni-

toring pill bottles that connect to the
platform. The patients receive daily
alerts to encourage them to take their
meds, and the technology measures
whether they actually do. Patients also
are enrolled in a daily lottery, which
makes them eligible for cash awards for
adhering to their medication regimen.
“The idea is to improve the value of the
care we provide and to improve how we
connect with patients,” Mehta said. “It’s
not just about cutting costs. We want to
improve outcomes in an efficient way.”
Meanwhile, the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA) recently
implemented technology to
monitor patients’ rehabilitation after a stroke. Doctors
there developed a wireless
monitor that’s strapped to the
ankle of the stroke patient.
The monitor can detect the
patient’s frequency and pace
of movement, and that data is
then fed back to the patient
via his or her smartphone.
“The system encourages patients to exercise
and recover more quickly than if they
are simply provided an exercise regime
without the feedback,” said Dr. Molly
Coye, chief innovation officer of the UCLA
Health System. “The interactivity has
been found to be a great motivator.”
UCLA also has an in-home monitoring
program for patients with congestive
heart failure and complex
chronic diseases. “These
in-home programs are
becoming more common,
because they decrease the
cost of care and the need for
patients to come back for
follow-ups or to return to
the hospital,” Coye said. “We
believe in the next ﬁve years
as many as 15 to 20 percent
of patients will be monitored
in the home because of the
Molly Coye
complexity of their chronic

diseases. Within 10 years, as the technology
becomes lighter, smaller, less expensive
and delivers more power, we may ﬁnd that
most people with chronic diseases are
monitored remotely on a routine basis.”

Enabling Change
While remote monitoring and innovative new technologies may change how
doctors monitor patients outside the office,
changes also need to be made within
doctors’ offices and hospitals to improve
the efficiency of managing patients.
Lyle Berkowitz, associate chief medical
officer of innovation at
Northwestern Memorial
Hospital, who recently
wrote Innovation with
Information Technologies
in Healthcare, said Northwestern doctors now use
electronic medical records
(EMR) for mainstream
activities like documenting,
ordering and reviewing
patient charts, and an enterLyle Berkowitz
prise data warehouse for
analytics. Such tools help
them improve efficiency and reduce costs.
“Within our EMR, we created over
a dozen care pathways using standard
messaging functionality plus a checklist philosophy to delegate work to the
appropriate level of staff,” Berkowitz
said. “For example, we created a pathway
for the ﬁnding of hematuria (blood in
the urine). When a physician wants to
evaluate this ﬁnding, instead of trying
to remember all the steps themselves,
they simply initiate the pathway in our
EMR and send it to our care coordination team who ensures the patient gets
an imaging study and sees a specialist.”
Berkowitz said this model allowed
the hospital to reduce the completion time of this process from more
than 70 days to less than 35 days, and
helped more patients get the care they
needed while saving costs because
fewer overall visits were required.
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FIVE NEW TECHNOLOGIES
THAT COULD CHANGE THE
FACE OF HEALTH CARE

“Using HIT to help delegate routine
and non-reimbursable work to the appropriate level of provider can free up time
for physicians to do the more complex
work upon which they should be focusing,”
Berkowitz said. “If all primary care physicians in the nation used a service like
this, the amount of time saved would be
equivalent to having increased access to
almost 20,000 new primary care physicians every day. Health-care IT systems
traditionally have been focused on quality,
which is a great start, but the future
needs to also focus on efficiency.”
But for EHRs to work well, doctors
must want to use them. According to a
recent study by TCS Healthcare Technologies, Case Management Society of
America, and the American Board of
Quality Assurance and Utilization Review
Physicians, the majority of doctors still
like communicating the old-fashioned
way. The study found that most providers
still use telephone (91 percent), faceto-face conversations (71 percent) or
letters (74 percent) to communicate
with patients rather than opting for
portals, remote monitoring or online
personal health records. Of the more
than 600 health-care providers surveyed,
only 15 percent said they use patient
portals for communication, 7 percent
use remote monitoring devices, and 8
percent use smartphone applications.

1/

The San Mateo Medical
Center in California is using
digital avatars to help patients
with post-surgery physical therapy.
Molly the avatar interviews patients
about pain levels as a video guides
them through exercises and 3-D
cameras measure their movements.

2/b

University of Utah electrical
engineers developed a
system that may keep senior
citizens in their own homes longer.
Wireless sensors are placed around
the perimeter of a room at two
levels, corresponding to someone
standing or lying on the floor. Anyone
standing — or falling — inside the
network alters the path of signals
sent between each pair of sensors.

3/b

Smarthaler is a concept
system recently developed
for asthma patients. The inhaler
uses acoustic detection technology,
together with a cloud-based
server and mobile app, to monitor
and interpret whether a patient is
administering doses properly.

4/b

Senseonics is developing a
continuous glucose monitoring
system made up of an implanted
sensor, a wireless transmitter and
a mobile app. With this device,
glucose levels can be measured
remotely every few minutes, and
alerts can be sent to both the user
and the physician about impending
hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia.

Reality Check
While remote sensor and other
patient monitoring technologies are
available today, cost remains an issue.
“Today, much of it is not affordable,”
Coye said. “But within the next ﬁve to
seven years, the sensor technologies
required to monitor vital signs and exercise, calculate caloric expenditure, watch
for early signs of infection and for deterioration of chronic conditions, will be
so inexpensive we’ll be able to monitor
most patients at an affordable cost.”
Based on the signiﬁcant investment
now ﬂowing into health-care technology, it appears likely that will only
be a matter of time. Even as federal
incentive dollars from the HITECH
Act dwindle, private investment in the
health IT sector has stepped up to the

5/

The Mayo Clinic and Northern
Arizona University are testing
how well telemedicine robots equipped
with a specialized camera system can
help assess athletes with suspected
concussions during football games.
The robot is remotely operated
by a neurologist who can look for
signs of a concussion and consult
with sideline medical personnel.
52

plate, topping $737 million in the third
quarter of 2013, according to a recent
report from Mercom Capital Group.
Many states also are encouraging
innovation in health care. The New York
Digital Health Accelerator Program, for
example, is a nine-month program for
early and growth-stage digital health or
health IT companies that’s run by the
New York eHealth Collaborative and
New York City Investment Fund. The
program is designed to provide a vehicle
for health-care providers and entrepreneurs to work together to develop
innovative technologies that leverage
patient health records to support collaborative care and coordination.
“Providers were looking for new apps
to help them meet their emerging needs as
we move from Medicaid to a managed care
model, but they didn’t have the technology
tools to make that happen,” said Anuj
Desai, director of business development
at the New York eHealth Collaborative.
“The New York Digital Health Accelerator
Program was developed to bridge that gap.”

Future State
Looking ahead, it seems unlikely health
care will stagnate as it did in the past.
“What’s ahead of us is going to
change the game in terms of better
outcomes in health care,” Reichental
said. “As we evolve from a volumebased to a value-based reimbursement
system, I think we’ll see major evolutions in how we use IT in health care.”
But it’s not just about the technology,
said Berkowitz. “Technology is often the
easy part,” he said. “The key is creating
the right processes and business models
to enable them. Once the proper incentives are aligned to keep people healthy,
rather than treat them when they are
sick, we will have a future where the
majority of health care is done virtually
via computer automation and telehealth.
This will help ensure easy access and lowcost care, while preserving more time for
physicians to deal with the more complex
cases which need their attention.”

justinebrown@comcast.net
twitter@govtechnews
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WATCH SPECTRUM AT

www.govtech.com/spectrum

More research, more science, more technology.

Long-Term Storage:

COMING TO A PHONE NEAR YOU?
often is damaged during
manufacturing. IBM solved
that problem by inserting
graphene transistors into
the new chip only after it
ﬁnished assembling the
mostly silicon design,
keeping the more exotic
material intact. SOURCE: GIGAOM

IBM has used graphene
transistors to build a prototype
radio receiver that promises to
deliver more speed and less
power consumption. Although
chips containing graphene
theoretically are faster than
plain silicon, they’ve been tough
to produce because graphene

Facebook has worked with a vendor
to create an inexpensive, long-lasting
storage vault that keeps ﬁles on Blu-ray
discs. The prototype storage cabinets
hold 10,000 discs, each containing 100 GB,
allowing a single cabinet to contain as
much as a petabyte — or 1,000 TB
— of data. Each disc is certiﬁed
for 50 years of operation.
Although some companies
have used Blu-ray discs
for long-term storage,
none match the sheer
scale of Facebook’s
appliance. SOURCE: VENTUREBEAT

UK Eyes Open Documents
The UK government wants to ditch Microsoft Office
in favor of open source platforms like OpenOffice
and Google Docs. In January, Cabinet Office minister
Francis Maude announced plans to standardize
on software that produces ﬁles using the Open
Document Format — a move the government says
will save millions of pounds annually.

Pumped-Up Printer:
Desktop printing just got stronger
— literally. A Boston startup has
created a 3-D printer capable of
printing in carbon ﬁber, the superstrong, lightweight material used
in everything from race cars to
ﬁghter jets. The Mark One printer
from MarkForged was unveiled at
a 3-D printing expo in January and
is expected to retail for $5,000.

MARKFORGED.COM

SOURCE: THE GUARDIAN

SOURCE: VENTUREBEAT

Send Spectrum ideas to Managing Editor Noelle Knell, nknell@govtech.com, twitter@GovTechNoelle
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GOV2020

By Steve Ressler

6 Traits of Successful
Government Leaders
What you can learn from Government Technology’s annual Top 25 awards.

I

t’s Top 25 time. No, not an NCAA basketball poll or a Ryan Seacreast-hosted music
chart. But Government Technology’s Top
25 Doers, Dreamers and Drivers issue.
This is honestly my favorite issue of the
year. You get to hear the unsung stories of
great government leaders across the U.S.
(and the globe).
Luckily, over the years, I’ve gotten to
know many of the winners of this award
(and it must have been an error but I
somehow won the award in 2010). There’s
a number of key traits these leaders have,
and I thought I’d share what they are for
those individuals aspiring to make the
list next year.

1 / Cutting Edge of Technology —
One common theme you’ll ﬁnd from the
winners is that they are on the cutting
edge of technology. They aren’t afraid of
being the “ﬁrst” agency leading the way
and experimenting with new uses. These
are the leaders who are trailblazing how
social media could be used in emergencies,
QR codes for emergency management and
how cloud computing can transform work.

2 / Always Growing — When you look
at the career paths of these leaders, they’re
never stagnant; they never
stand still. They are not the
Steve Ressler
types that stay in the same
is the founder
job for 30 years. They take
and president of
GovLoop, a social
stretch opportunities within
networking site
their agency, move jobs across
for government
officials to connect
departments (economic
and exchange
development to CIO to
information.

54

program offices), and work across jurisdiction lines (federal, state and local).

the sign of a true leader who knows how
to grow people.

3 / They Are Creators — In addition

5 / Curious — As the Bob Dylan line

to senior IT executives, you’ll ﬁnd a lot
of founders and co-founders in the Top 25
through the years. Whether the creators
of associations like CrisisCommons or
Code for America or founders of companies like SeeClickFix, the common thread
is they took an idea that could improve
or help government to reality. From
zero users and no full-time staff to large

goes, “He not busy being born is busy
dying.” When meeting many of the winners,
I’m truly impressed with their curiosity.
They are interested in new ideas, new
people and are always asking me, “Who
is doing the most interesting work in
government?” They are not afraid to step
out of their comfort zone and often show
up at local TEDx events, hackathons and
university public policy
initiatives. They want to
learn new ideas to bring
You know a good leader when you
back to their office.
meet his or her team members and

they’ve followed the leader to multiple
jobs across agencies and locations.

growing organizations impacting thousands of lives, these founders made it
happen. Have an idea you want to exist?
Start working on it.

4 / Build Great Teams — Yes, the award
often goes to an individual, but if you ask
any one of the winners, they’ll quickly
highlight the work of their team. They
know how to build great teams internally
as well as coalitions needed to pull off
complex projects. You know a good leader
when you meet his or her team members
and they’ve followed the leader to multiple
jobs across agencies and locations. That’s

6 / They Don’t Stop —

For this article, I reviewed
the list of winners of the Top
25 award for the last ﬁve
years. Most of these folks
are doing even more impressive work in
2014 than when they won the award. Bryan
Sivak went from working as Maryland’s ﬁrst
chief innovation officer to become CTO of
the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, while Aneesh Chopra went from
leading Virginia’s IT to become the ﬁrst
White House CTO and run for lieutenant
governor. Successful people do not rest on
their laurels but use the awards to push new
ideas and actions forward.
So how are you doing on these six traits?
Hopefully you’ll continue to improve these
skills and we’ll see you next year on the Top
25 list.
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NEXT-GENERATION
GOVERNMENT

Donna Ramel Lum,
CalPERS Deputy
Executive Officer for
Customer Services
and Support, and
Liana Bailey-Crimmins,
CIO of CalPERS’
Information Technology
Services Branch.

Read about the real value of next-generation
technology that is helping governments
engage directly with citizens to create
cost-effective, productive systems for public
service. Solutions using next-generation
technology included in the latest Special
Report include:

PHOTO BY JESSICA MULHOLLAND

• Social Media
• Native, HTML5 and Hybrid Applications
• Web Design and Personalization
• Citizen Relationship Management
• Crowdsourcing, Crowdvoting,
Crowdfunding and Crowd Labor
• Strategic Problem Solving

TO DOWNLOAD
A FREE COPY, VISIT
www.govtech.com/2014Q1report
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We unify.
You thrive.
In this hyper-connected, always-on world, today’s anywhere
workers are demanding more from the devices and enterprise
apps they use to connect and collaborate.
We say, give in to their demands.

unify.com/thrive
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